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CPC defers Islamic Studies proposal
BY Laura Garland
News Assistant
The deferment of a recent proposal
to create an Islamic Studies concentration
at Kenyon has upset several faculty and
students and has caused the Curricular
Policy Committee (CPC) to scramble
to draft permanent procedures for approving new concentrations.
The proposed Islamic Studies
concentration would require students to
take at least one year of Arabic or other
language spoken in the Muslim world,
as well as two units of classes focused on
the Islamic world, outside of the Modern
Languages and Literatures department.
The CPC, a committee of faculty,
staff and students responsible for approving new courses and making other decisions about the College curriculum, has

asked the supporters of the Islamic Studies proposal, led by Professor of Religious
Studies Vernon Schubel, to “defer the
request until next year, giving the CPC
time to determine what the procedures
were for approving a concentration,” said
Laurie Finke, professor of women’s and
gender studies and CPC chair.
In its response to the original proposal on Feb. 6, the CPC said that it
did not receive a complete list of faculty
supporters of the proposal, that the status
of the Arabic program at Kenyon was
uncertain, and that no procedures exist
for approving a new concentration.
While the proposed concentration
would include one year of Arabic or a “relevant Islamic-studies language,” the CPC
response said, “It would be irresponsible
for us to have approved this concentra-

tion while the [faculty] position in Arabic
language was still undecided.” Currently,
Arabic Instructor Sadika Ramahi’s contract is set to expire in 2008.
The CPC response also called for
time to codify a set of procedures for
approving new degree programs. “Currently there is no standard format or set
of questions that need to be answered
as part of a new degree program, nor
are there procedures to coordinate the
work of CPC with that of Resource Allocation and Assessment Subcommittee
(RAAS),” said Finke.
“We hope that in the process of
codifying procedures for creating new
programs we will be able to have a substantive discussion of the practical limits
on creating such programs,” she said.
Finke said that the proposal was at

Hot as Blazes

no point rejected.
However, Schubel believes that the
first response to the proposal was a rejection. He resent the cover letter with the
complete list of supporters to the CPC.
“In my opinion, if they had problems
with the proposal they should’ve talked
to all members of the team who wrote
it,” said Schubel.
The CPC sent a second response to
Schubel on Feb. 16, this time deferring a
decision on whether to create the Islamic
Studies concentration.
According to Schubel, after learning
of the deferment, the proposal’s supporters were concerned that the CPC’s deferment stems from misunderstanding the
importance of Arabic as a requirement.
The supporters argued that the language
component, while important, would
not be at the center of the concentration
and should not be a central factor in its
rejection.
But Finke emphasized that the
CPC’s deferment was based on the need
for procedures for approving new concentrations. “We believe that we can be
stronger advocates of the concentration if

we have prior procedures already in place,
those are followed, and the concentration
is thoroughly and openly discussed by the
faculty,” whe said.
“By the end of the year, it is our hope
that we will have all CPC policies written down, with appropriate guidelines
and forms, and prominently available to
faculty, so that future problems can be
avoided,” said Finke in the CPC’s second
(Feb. 16) response. Stating that the lack
of procedure has “plagued the committee
… all year,” Finke expressed the “desire to
get it in writing and posted somewhere
permanent.”
“This is a longstanding internal
Kenyon problem,” said Schubel. “There
hasn’t been a new concentration proposed in a while. No one knew the procedure for doing it. They felt they first had
to have a procedure to judge it by.”
“I don’t think bureaucracy should
be the deciding factor in curricular decisions,” said Schubel.
• Why Islamic Studies?
Schubel touted the benefits of an
see PROPOSAL, page 2

Evangelist’s planned
visit stirs debate
BY Willow Belden
Editor-in-Chief

Sasha Lodge

The “prairie” burns at the BFEC on Monday. BFEC staff and students burned the prairie to simulate
natural prairie ecosystem processes. “While the prairie looks like a blackened wasteland right now, if
you go down to check it out in a week a two there will be lots of new green shoots sprouting,” said Sasha
Lodge ’07.

Apprentice teachers demand higher pay
BY Sarah Friedman
Sports Assistant
On Feb. 16, Ryotaro Tashiro ’09
submitted a petition demanding a pay
raise for foreign language Apprentice
Teachers (ATs) to the Provost’s office.
The petition, signed by 23 fellow ATs,
reasoned that the highly skilled ATs
should receive greater compensation
than the minimum wage salary they
currently receive.
According to Tashiro, a Japanese
and Spanish AT, last year first-semester
ATs were paid $5.50 an hour and experienced ATs were paid 50 cents more.
He said that this year’s across-the-board
salary of $6.85 an hour, which reflects
changes in federal minimum wage laws,
is in essence a pay decrease. Before the
recent minimum wage hike, which
is up from $5 and was passed for the
state of Ohio in November, unskilled
jobs received minimum wage while ATs
were paid more.
According to College officials,

department budgets determine student
salaries, and sometimes there is not
enough money to satisfy everybody.
“A rate change now would need Senior
Staff approval since it would impact the
[Modern Languages and Literatures]
budget,” said Teri Blanchard, associate vice president for finance. “When
Senior Staff reviews student compensation, we will evaluate the special skills
and expertise required of the ATs in
relation to all other student jobs. …
Senior Staff hopes to create a more
coherent plan for the entire College.”
On the academic side, the MLL
department unanimously supports
the ATs’ request for a salary increase,
said department chair Jianhua Bai,
professor of Chinese. The department’s
annual report to the provost has several
times requested a raise in ATs’ salary,
he said, sometimes in response to AT
concerns expressed to the Kenyon
Intensive Language Model director. In
Bai’s 16-year tenure, this is the first time

students have initiated a petition.

•The AT position
ATs are “directly responsible for
the success of the KILM program,”
said Susmita Sundaram, KILM director and visiting assistant professor of
Russian. “They spend about as much
time with the students as the professors
do,” she said, but they provide a “lowanxiety” environment for practicing
the language.
ATs ensure that students “acquire
the skill efficiently and effectively,” said
Bai. They supplement the five weekly
classes taught by professors by meeting in two to four 50-minute sessions
a week, depending on the language
level. Every semester, prospective ATs
are recruited, trained and selected after
a tryout. The KILM director trains and
supervises ATs and the professors make
lesson plans.
“In many places, foreign language
see PAY, page 3

Up to 20,000 people may flock
to Gambier in October for a threeday evangelistic “celebration” led by
Will Graham, grandson of the famous
evangelist minister Billy Graham. The
event, which will be held in the Kenyon
Athletic Center (KAC) during October
reading days, will include four separate
sessions involving live music, preaching
of the gospel and spiritual assistance for
individuals who desire it.
Will Graham, like his grandfather
and father, Franklin Graham, preaches
across the United States and abroad,
under the auspices of the Billy Graham
Evangelistic Association (BGEA), an
organization founded in 1947 to spread
the gospel of Christ to as many people as
possible. Rallying mass audiences, Will
Graham’s “celebrations” resemble Billy
Graham’s “crusades”—massive events
which, according to the BGEA Web site,
are designed “to encourage individuals to
accept Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord.”
Although Knox County’s Will
Graham celebration will take place at the
KAC, it is not being hosted by Kenyon;
the College is merely renting the space
to the organizers of the celebration. The
idea to have a celebration in the area
originated with the Knox Network of
Christian Ministries, who requested that
the BGEA come to Knox County. Will
Graham agreed to hold a celebration
here, and the BGEA has been working
with a committee of individuals from
about 50 local churches to coordinate the
event. The committee asked to rent the
KAC for the event, and arrangements

were finalized in October.
The Graham celebration will begin
on the afternoon of Friday, Oct. 5—the
start of October reading days—and will
end that Sunday. During that time, Will
Graham will lead four different “meetings,” each of which will last about an
hour and a half.
According to the pastor at the Mulberry Street United Methodist Church,
Rod Buchanan, who has been active in
coordinating the Graham celebration,
each session will begin with “top-notch”
live music, after which Graham will
preach his message, inviting individuals
to make Christ “a part of their lives.”
“For those who do come forward—as you see in the crusades—there
will be people there to help them, to
give them some literature and to talk to
them and help them understand what it
means,” Buchanan said.
			
• Economic and community factors
The College’s decision to allow
the Graham celebration to take place
at the KAC has met with mixed reactions on the Hill. Some support it as
an important business venture and a
means of strengthening ties between
the College and the greater community.
Others express concern about having
a proselytizing event on campus. And
some complain about anti-Islam statements made by Will Graham’s father and
BGEA President Franklin Graham.
Both President Georgia Nugent
and Manager of Business Services Fred
Linger, who oversees the renting of
see GRAHAM, page 3
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Graham: 20,000 people may descend on the ’bier
CONTINUED from page 1

Kenyon facilities to outside parties, said
they think the Graham celebration will
provide several benefits for Kenyon.
The first expected benefit is financial. Linger would not say how much
money the College is charging for rental
of the KAC. He did say, however, the
fees paid by groups who have rented
the facility in the past have been in the
triple digits and that the organizers of the
Graham celebration will be paying more
per day than previous groups.
According to Nugent, the College
typically rents facilities to more than 50
outside groups each year, bringing in
approximately $25,000 annually. Linger
added that Kenyon has always intended
for the KAC to boost these revenues.
Linger further said he believes the
Graham event will spawn more business
for the College, since individuals who
attend may consider renting Kenyon
facilities for future events.
“Not only is it a significant revenue stream for the College, but it’s a
profound good-neighbor relationship,”
said Linger. “There’s been a big emphasis
in the last few years on our relationship
with Mount Vernon and greater Knox
County. … To be able to be helpful to so
many folks in the church community in
Mount Vernon, this really seemed like a
positive thing.”
Buchanan said he agrees that Kenyon’s decision to rent out the KAC
for the event will “enhance community
relationships with the College.”
Others in the Kenyon community
see the issue in a different light. Karl Stevens, Kenyon’s Episcopal chaplain, said he
is concerned that the Graham celebration

may in fact negatively affect relationships within the Kenyon community,
because it has “generated divisiveness
and suspicion between the faculty, staff
and administration.”

• The BGEA’s anti-Islam statements
Stevens and others have also expressed concern about anti-Islam statements that BGEA leaders have made.
For example, in the wake of 9/11, Franklin Graham, the CEO of the BGEA,
called Islam “a very evil and wicked religion.” He later wrote an article, which appeared in the Wall Street Journal, among
other places, explaining that he does not
consider Muslims evil people but rather
objects to “the evil that has been done in
the name of Islam.” In 2006, however, he
told an ABC reporter that his opinion of
Islam has not changed and that “the goal
of Islam … is world domination.”
Franklin Graham’s statements
about the Islamic faith have made some
individuals at Kenyon uncomfortable.
“Theologies of attack in general
are belittling both to the people who are
being attacked and to the people making
the attack,” said Stevens.
“Many Muslims in this country
have suffered from Islamophobia in recent years in various ways,” said Assistant
Professor of Mathematics Noah Aydin.
“Statements like Franklin Graham made
… considering he is the leader of a major
religious group, are not only wrong … but
they are also harmful and dangerous.”
Aydin said that he respects the
Grahams’ right to express themselves
peacefully but that he thinks the College
should distance itself from statements
that may be offensive to other religions.

“It is our duty to distance ourselves from
those ignorant and harmful comments,”
he said. “We should give the message to
the world that we truly embrace people
of all beliefs and traditions.”
“When I first heard about Graham’s
visit, the least I expected was a statement
from the College disassociating ourselves
from [Franklin Graham’s] views and
teachings,” said Amyna Esmail ’07, a
Muslim religious studies major, “but the
College has kept quiet.
Professor of Religious Studies Vernon Schubel said that while he considers
it important for a liberal arts institution
to host speakers who present religious
perspectives on major issues, he thinks
it would set a dangerous precedent for
Kenyon to host a religious event that
seeks to proselytize—particularly when
the event is likely to generate a significant
amount of publicity.
Schubel and Aydin both said they
are concerned that, by renting College
facilities to a powerful religious group
whose leaders have made strong statements against Islam, Kenyon may be
jeopardizing its chances of attracting
Muslim students and faculty.

•To rent or not to rent the KAC
Other faculty members and administrators said they do not think it
was wrong of Kenyon to agree to rent the
KAC for the Graham celebration.
Adjunct Instructor of Piano Patricia
Pelfrey said Kenyon’s liberal bent makes
it important for the College to foster
firsthand understanding of differing viewpoints. “This is an excellent educational
opportunity for a campus that is proud of
its diversity and tolerance,” she said.
Others at
the
College
say
Village Record
Kenyon should
Mar. 28 – Apr. 3, 2007
not run the
Mar. 30, 9:17 p.m.—Underage possession of alcohol and drug possession outside Mather Residence.
risk of curtailMar. 30, 11:09 p.m.—Fire alarm at Watson hall caused by burntfood Alarm was reset.
ing freedom of
Mar. 31, 02:37 a.m.—Underage consumption of alcohol at Mather Residence.
speech by refusMar. 31, 4:36 p.m.—Ill student at Manning Hall. Student transported by squad to the hospital.
ing to rent its
Mar. 31, 7:21 p.m.—Fire alarm at Taft Cottages caused by steam from the shower.
facilities to cerMar. 31, 12:27 p.m.—Medical call regarding student injured during rugby game. Student transported by tain groups.
squad to the hospital.
“It’s apApr. 1, 12:22 a.m.—Underage consumption of alcohol at Bexley PlaceStudent transported by squad to propriate for
the hospital.
the College to
Apr. 1, 12:49 a.m.—Underage consumption of alcohol at Mather Residence.
rent out [the]
Apr. 1, 1:02 a.m.—Underage possession of alcohol at Old Kenyon.
KAC and
Apr. 1, 1:27 a.m. —Unregistered gathering at the Psi U Lodge.
other facilities
Apr. 1, 1:47 a.m.—Students being harassed by other students on Middle Path.
to community
Apr. 1, 2:11 a.m.— Ill/intoxicated student at Leonard Hall. Student transported by squad to the hospital. groups and for
Apr. 1, 5:41 a.m.—Vandalism/window broken at Samuel Mather.
communit y
Apr. 2, 12:23 a.m.—Medical call at Farr Hall regarding ill student. Student transported by friend to the events,” said
hospital.
Professor of
Apr. 1, 11:26 p.m.—Medical call regarding injured student at McBride Residence. College Physician History Will
contacted and student will see him in the morning.
Scott. “We will
Apr. 3, 4:45 p.m.—Theft of items from locker at the KAC.
never agree

Northwestern

with everything
that anyone says,
and as long as
the program
is civil and respectful, not
inflammatory,
it is appropriate
for Kenyon. Not
scheduling it for
‘political reasons’
would set a terrible precedent
for the College.
… We are not
endorsing the
speaker or his
ideas, we canCourtesy www.gastongazette.com
not edit speakers’ comments Will Graham is to host an event at the KAC in October.
and we cannot
govern the rental process and to specify
place an embargo on speech and ideas
types of groups to whom the College will
unless they clearly are designed to foment
not rent facilities.
violence or illegal discrimination.”
Nugent said she agrees that rejecting
• 20,000 in Gambier
a group’s requests to rent a Kenyon facility
Estimates vary as to the number of
on the grounds of religious affiliation or
people who may turn out for the Graham
previous statements would not be a wise
celebration. According to Buchanan, the
move. “Free speech is a higher value in an
hope is to attract approximately 20,000
educational community than not hearing
over the three-day event, or 5,000 per
bigoted speech,” she said, adding that she
meeting.
has no reason to believe that there will be
The track at the KAC, where the
bigoted speech at the Graham celebration
bulk of the celebration will take place, has
in Gambier.
a capacity of 4,000, according to Linger,
“We’re not going to be preaching
and the bleachers can accommodate an
against other religions in any way,” said
additional 1,300, although Linger said he
Buchanan, “and we’re not going to be
hopes not to have to use the bleachers.
forcing anyone.”
Portions of the KAC, including
Professor of Political Science Fred
the fitness area and the pool, will remain
Bauman said he thinks Kenyon should
open for normal use during the event.
not invite groups or individuals to speak
To accommodate the influx of cars
if their “raison d’etre is the expression of
and buses bringing people to the celebrabigoted ideas,” but the College should
tion, Kenyon officials are working with
not exclude groups or individuals “when
a local deputy sheriff to find additional
the bigotry is not really the point of the
parking spaces. According to Linger,
coming … because you would then face
students will be encouraged to keep their
this problem: the English department
cars on the hill, and the remote lot will be
would have difficulty inviting a poet to
made available for individuals attending
read her poems who has said nasty things
the Graham celebration. In addition, the
about Jews. It might be argued that you
maintenance buildings that are currently
couldn’t even invite a famous evolutionlocated south of the KAC will be demolist who has contemptuous things to say
ished before next October, and the empty
about religion in general.”
space may be used for parking.
In response to the controversy that
Mayor Kirk Emmert said the
has developed over the Graham celVillage of Gambier is looking into the
ebration, Nugent said she is considering
possibility of making Duff Street and
developing new policies and procedures
Meadow Lane (the two streets next to the
for renting Kenyon facilities.
KAC) one way to ease traffic flows.
Currently, Linger is solely in charge
Emmert said he thinks it may be
of renting facilities, and the faculty have
hard for the Village to accommodate an
no say in the matter. Nugent, however,
extra 20,000 people. “It’s nice for the Colsaid she thinks it might be beneficial, in
lege to use their facility in that fashion,” he
some instances, to have a larger decisionsaid. “It’s nice for local merchants. … But
making group.
it is a lot of people for this community.”
Moreover, she said she thinks the
College should create a set of policies to
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Smith looks forward to ‘change
of duties’ as associate dean
By Teddy Eismeier
Staff Reporter
Tacci Smith, who was assistant
dean of students and director of
student activities, has been named
associate dean of students, filling a
vacancy created when Cheryl Steele
left Kenyon last year.
According to Dean of Students
Tammy Gocial, Smith will now be
responsible for new initiatives related
to residential life and will no longer be
handling student activities. “Tacci’s
new job will be similar to Cheryl
Steele’s position,” said Gocial, “but
slightly reconfigured.”
According to Smith, she will
relocate to a new office on the first

floor of the SAC, and take more of an
administrative role rather than direct
involvement with student groups.
“I will be advising the senior class
committee and the student building
managers,” said Smith. “I will also
be supervising the new director of
student activities and the campus
scheduler, Susan Delozier.”
Although the details have yet to
be determined, Smith will also help to
develop new leadership programs for
the student body. “The student leadership initiative is something that will
be very exciting,” said Smith. “I work
with so many student leaders now
in their organizations; this will give
us a chance to increase involvement
in student groups and save the really
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great leaders from burning out.”
According to Administrative Assistant to the Dean of Students Jody
Vance, Student Affairs is already in
the process of hiring a replacement.
Gocial and Smith are both currently
attending a conference with the Association for the Promotion of Campus
Activities to help in the search, which
should be completed by fall.
Until Student Affairs hires a new
director of student activities, Smith
will carry out the responsibilities of
both jobs.
“I hope I will be a good fit for
leadership in the division, and I’m
really looking forward to a change of
duties,” said Smith.

Pay: Minimum not acceptable, ATs say
CONTINUED from page 1

teaching is considered like the other
disciplines,” said Bai. “Kenyon is different in the way that language learning is
considered doing the language rather
than sitting in the classroom listening
passively. … It’s half intellectual and
half physical type of activity. It’s like
swimming; you can tell people [what
to do] but without throwing them into
the water to swim you do not become
a good swimmer.”
•The request
ATs and MLL professors alike say
they are concerned that, besides leaving
current ATs dissatisfied, the low salary
will deter potentially qualified students
from applying for the position. “I’m
sure there’s a direct correlation between
the good ATs and the quality of the
program, so it’s crucial for us to keep
[them],” said Sundaram.
“I am very honored to be part of
this program,” said Tashiro. However,
“I am very afraid that the KILM program may not work in the near future
because people choose to not work as
an AT,” he said. “It’s really sad because
… it’s really not fair to see people who
have harder jobs get paid [the same
wage].” The current salary of $6.85 is

significantly less than that of, for example, a student working at the recycling
center who earns $7.50 an hour.
“I’ve worked several jobs on campus including, for a short span, a time
in the dishroom, a few weeks working
at Phonathon, desk attendant at the
KAC, and even nude-modeling,” said
Andres Millan ’07, a Spanish AT. “AT
needs more skill, and is more exhausting, than any of these.”
“There’s something wrong with
the fact that one can make that much
more money sitting naked on a bench
than striving to teach the fine points of
foreign grammar,” said Millan.
“It is more than just a job. I really
enjoy teaching and I like seeing my
students improve in their language,”
said Tashiro. “However … because of
[the] nature of the position, I think it
needs to be paid a little more than we
currently are.”
Sundaram agreed. “The ATs put
in a lot of work. It’s not just about
the quantity; it’s also the quality. It’s
highly skilled work that they do.” She
added that if higher pay is a motivating factor for ATs, their salary should
be increased. She conceded, however,
that members of the MLL department
“don’t know the administrative side
of issues.”

•Different Perspectives
The Kenyon Intensive Language
Model (KILM) program was launched
in 1980. Following a visit from Dartmouth College’s John Rassias, the
College adopted Rassias’s method of
teaching languages. According to Bai,
the Modern Languages and Literatures
department then received a grant and
Rassias was invited to run the first
intensive language workshop.
Although Kenyon has used the
Rassias method since 1980, it added
the foreign language requirement
only in the last few years. The added
requirement put stress on the MLL
department because it resulted in a
“pretty obvious” enrollment increase,
said Bai.
“From the College, we have a certain budget and that budget has been
[remaining the same],” he said. “The
department has been trying very hard
to finding money to increase salary.”
According to Tashiro, minutes
from a meeting with President S.
Georgia Nugent showed that Provost
Greg Spaid presented the ATs’ petition
to her. Although there has been no administrative response yet, said Tashiro,
“I can see that something is happening
in the near future, hopefully.”

Village Council
Monday, April 3, 2007
• The Council discussed painting the water tower. The council approved the bid by Dixon Engineering for the
inspection of the tower, which is currently painted with a lead-based paint and will eventually be repainted.
Dixon will oversee the removal and repainting accordingly.
• Steve Mullins from Complete Comfort and Cooling answered Council’s questions on his company’s recommendations for updating the Community Center’s heating system, which he says could be done most cheaply
and effectively by using the current duct system but installing several new furnaces. He said his company
would help them review the bids from other companies to install the new system to help the Village find the
most cost-effective solution.
• Mayor Kirk Emmert gave an update on the deer control situation. Twenty-seven deer have been “harvested
… during the first month of our deer control program,” said Emmert. Bow hunting has been discontinued
on College property due to the students’ return, and all hunting will cease after April 15.
• Council member Betsy Heer discussed the Building and Grounds Committee’s fund-raising efforts for the
creation of a dog park between the community sports fields and the gap trail, which would be a multipleacre, fenced grassy area where dogs would be able to run free from their leashes. According to Heer, owners
currently have nowhere to run their dogs, forcing them to do so on athletic fields or private property.
• Council member Liz Forman brought to the Council’s attention a resident’s complaint of vandalism and
theft that took place on a weekend night “near the end of campus where students are living off-campus,” she
said. She suggested that the Village ask the College to be more selective in granting permission for off-campus
housing to attempt to avoid such problems.
							
—Allison Burket

Ali Kittle

Before you graduate, lose your K-Card.

Proposal: CPC to establish
policies for new programs
CONTINUED from page 1

Islamic Studies concentration, saying
that the more Muslim students that
come to Kenyon, the better the program
and overall campus diversity would
become.
“The presence of Muslim students
at Kenyon both improves our diversity
and our ability to teach more effectively
about the Muslim world,” he said, and
“is crucial so that Kenyon students don’t
assume that when we learn about Islam
we are learning about ‘the other.’”
According to Schubel, the concentration would “demonstrate that Kenyon
is a place that values the Islamic world—a
major global civilization, and a part of our
shared human heritage.”
Schubel also questions the way in
which study of the Islamic world is structured at Kenyon. “We should study the
Islamic world the same way we do Europe
and Latin America, according to a liberal
arts model,” he said. “We should study its
music, literature, philosophy and history.
We shouldn’t just study it through the
political lenses of 9-11, counter-terrorism
or the Arab-Israeli conflict.”
The Islamic Studies proposal mentions several students who would qualify
as Islamic Studies concentrators as proof
of existing interest in an Islamic Studies
concentration. Five seniors have studied
abroad in predominantly Islamic countries, and “all five students … have taken
almost all the courses offered in Islam
by Professor Schubel,” said Archita Jha
’07, an international studies major who
studied abroad in Turkey.
Ramahi said that, having seen the
Arabic program grow from 22 students
last year to 31 students between two
sections this year, she doubts that the
program will be cancelled at the expiration of the contract in 2008. “I might be
wrong, I might be right,” said Ramahi,
“but if the population continues the way
it is, it’s here to stay.”

In a campus-wide forum in February, President Georgia Nugent denied
rumors that Kenyon’s Arabic program
would be cancelled next year, saying
“the College is proud of the number of
languages and the quality of the training
offered.”
On rejecting the Islamic Studies
concentration proposal, Ramahi said,
“By not opening that venue, Kenyon
would really be encouraging students to
think in only one way.”
Ramahi said that the Arabic program already has prompted several students to study abroad, to change majors
and to continue studying languages
spoken in the Islamic world post-graduation. “These students will represent their
community and college much more than
[graduates of other colleges] as a ‘newthinking school,’” said Ramahi.
Senior Amyna Esmail, a psychology and religious studies double-major,
would have been eligible for an Islamic
Studies concentration this year if it existed. “It is upsetting for us to be denied
the Islamic Civilizations concentration
after all the hard work and commitment to courses in Islam, Arabic and our
experiences abroad in the Muslim world,”
she said. “In my opinion, the rejection of
the Islamic [Studies] concentration illustrates the College’s lack of commitment
to diversity, both in the curriculum and
in the student body.”
The authors and backers of the
proposal include Professor of Religious
studies Vernon Schubel, Visiting Assistant
Professor of History Nurten Kilic-Schubel,
Professor of History Wendy Singer, Assistant Professor of History Stephen Volz,
Arabic Professor Sadika Ramahi, Visiting
Assistant Professor of Spanish Adriano
Duque, Assistant Professor of Music and
Culture Maria Mendonca, and Associate
Professor of History Jeffrey Bowman.
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It’s just as easy as 3.141592...
By Aerin Curtis
Staff Writer
“Algebra is love.”
No, that is not a new educational slogan, but an example of the
shirts being sported this week by students and faculty in the mathematics
and science departments. Associate
Professor of Mathematics Judy
Holdener has declared this week
Kenyon’s first ever “Geeky t-shirt”
week and is encouraging everyone
to participate.
“I initially wanted to do this
over π Week in March, but it always
falls over spring break. So I waited
for the weather to get nice,” said
Holdener, who wore an Army Math
t-shirt for the first day of the event. “I
see this as a way of celebrating people
who love what they do.”
Holdener initially planned the
week to be for the Math and Physics
departments, but students in other
areas complained, so it has now been
opened to everyone who wishes to
participate. Holdener said she hopes
that students will stop by and show
her their shirts. The general idea is
for the shirts to be subject-related
and geekier as the week continues.
Holdener said she plans to award a
small prize on Friday to the student
she sees with the best shirt.
“I’ve told students to come
show me their shirt if they have a
particularly geeky one,” she said.
However, the idea behind the
week is not to be a contest but for
people to have fun and share what
they love with others in the community, according to Holdener.
“I’m really looking for shirts

expects even more people to join in
as the week continues.
Katie Woods ’09 said that her
favorite “geeky” slogan reads, “If at
first you don’t succeed, call it version 1.0.”
“I’ve seen a fair few, but this one
makes me laugh,” said Woods.
Some students went out and
wore geeky t-shirts all week.
Lee Kennard ’07 said
that he had
“five t-shirts
lined up, one
for each day
of the week.”
His shirts
ranged from
his Kenyon
math sh ir t
from 2006
(“I’m better
at kissing than
I am at math
… and I’m really good at
math”), to his
high school
“math team”
shirt, where
he was known
Tristan Potter
as “KalculatMatt Zaremsky ’07 displays his “Lemon Harangue Pi”
ing Kennard,
t-shirt.
and my jersey
which the behavior of light is derived,” number was ‘e.’”
Barlev explained. “The geekiness is
“Every year the math departsupposed to build as the week pro- ment makes a new shirt, and we tend
gresses.”
to accumulate them,” said Holdener.
Students appear to be respond- “Often t-shirts commemorate past
ing to the tone of Holdener’s request. events. They have a certain meaning
She reported having several students so people end up collecting them, but
stop by all week to show her they were never get a chance to wear them. I am
participating, and she said that she hoping this week will change that.”

A few minutes—and several slices
of cake—with Division 3 Swimmer of
the Meet sophomore Eric Dunn.

Eric Dunn

Brittany Hurd

What’s better—being the Swimmer
of the Meet or runner-up Mr. Kenyon last year?
[Laughs for 20 minutes] I would
say Mr. Kenyon competition was
much more—I had help there, but
here at nationals there’s much more
of a team dynamic. A lot of how good
I did was due to other people doing
well as well. Like Kegan [Borland] won
the consolation finals, and that got me
really pumped up for my race. In a way
we all fed off each other—every good
performance led to another. Another

Sex & the Country
Sex in (another) country

that are whimsical about a deep
principle,” said Holdener, “ones that
display a cleverness, or the playfulness
of the field.”
Gilad Barlev ’09 wore a shirt
today that reads, “And God said [in
this space are Maxwell’s equations]
and then there was light.”
“Those are Maxwell’s equations—the mathematical laws out of

Eric Dunn: Kenyon swimmer
by Hannah Curran
Opinions Editor
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exciting thing about nationals was that
the top three scorers came from Kenyon. I was first, then Joey Gosselar got
second and Josh Mitchell got third.

What’s it like walking into Nationals—held this year in Texas—as a
Kenyon swimmer?
[Quoting ‘Mean Girls’] “It’s kind
of like being plastic.” [Laughs] No,
but in a way, it is. Everyone just looks
at you and knows about you. We wear
special warm-ups that we break out
for nationals and there’s so much history and tradition. I was coming back
already a national champion and my
freshman year I didn’t know what to
expect. This year we weren’t expected
to win so we had something more
to prove. I can’t really compare it to
what it must be like for Denison and
Emory or Williams to walk in, but its
definitely exciting. With our warmups on I get this almost invincible
feeling. Its always so exciting walking
in—you just think “Yeah! I’m a Kenyon LORD!”
What’s your favorite part about being part of the Kenyon swimming
legacy?
The team dynamics are my favorite aspect of the team. We’re
always there cheering for each other,

pushing each other in workouts. We
always hang out—some call it a swimmer cult.
When did you start swimming—and
what’s kept you swimming all these
years?
I began swimming when I was
5 for my summer league team and I
began swimming year round when I
was—I think I was 9.
Favorite stoke?
Freestyle. You get to stretch out. I
always feel taller after I work out. That
is if I can walk, cause sometimes it’s really hard. As for what keeps me swimming? I don’t know—I love it! It forces
me to be on schedule. I always knew
when I had to do homework and when
to go to bed. It’s harder now without
it. I sort of just mosey around.
Have any advice to any aspiring
champions out there?
Advice: find something you’re
passionate about, and pursue it. Never
settle for anything below your potential. And finally, go hard or go home.
So, what are you passionate about
outside of swimming?
It’s difficult to take part in a lot of
organizations, but now without swim-

by Hannah Curran
Opinions Editor
“May I buy you drink?”
“Would you like to go salsa dancing?”
“You are the best. Out of all the girls on the metro, you are the best.”
None of these statements are heard very often at Kenyon. But this is
only the beginning of the ridiculous things I heard while on spring break
in Paris. Americans overwhelmingly characterize France, as a country and
a culture, as feminine, jokingly questioning the masculinity of French men.
But the tight-denim tendancies the United States define as “metrosexual” I
realized were simply more honest. Most humans want sex. The French just
don’t hide their intentions.
In the recent bestseller French Women Don’t Get Fat, author Mireille
Guiliano “revealed” to a desperetly curious population of American housewives how French women stay slim while eating cheese, bread, and drinking
wine. The secret to the diet, she says, is not putting yourself on a diet: savor
the food you actually want, and stop upon contentment. A bowl of carrots
does not satisfy a chocolate craving. According to her, the problem with
fad dieters here that resctrict themselves eventually lose interest in eating
altogether, so they become more tempted to eat poorly and quickly, only to
feel guilty afterwards.
All adjectives commonly used to describe college one-night stands.
None of the Frenchmen who asked me on dates had any long-term intentions for me, an American tourist there for only two weeks with her mother
and grandmother. But they regualrly shelled out seven euros—approximately
12 dollars—simply for drinks with someone because they saw something
they liked, and wanted a taste. They ask for phone numbers to make sure you
enjoy your stay. They give you restauarant reccomendations, and take you
there, because enjoying yourself and pursuing an interpersonal connection,
even for a moment, is better than getting blackout drunk in order to confidently hook up with girls, then awakardly peacing out the next morning and
spending today’s hangover sitting around watching “Family Guy” and trying
to remember that chick’s name.
The French approach to dating is not so much acting on impulse as much
as listening to your body—like eating French food; it’s quality over quantity.
The French are more sensual because they acutally listen to their senses.
So maybe those French boys had three other dates lined up that night. I
don’t care—none of them want a relationship more than the majority of Kenyon and American college males. It’s not like different they’re a different species.
So why are Kenyon men so confused about women swooning over “skeezy”
forigeners when all they offer is a follow-up Facebook message, awkward stares/
pretending someone is not standing next to them at the Ernest cereal bar, an
afternoon of watching them play Halo and drinking Natty Light?
Sorry, the baggier pants just aren’t worth it. I would rather have one
memorable French meal than a lifetime supply of McDonalds “freedom
fries”
The French don’t get fat, nor do they “get” fidelity. And I think, mes amis,
they they have got it right.
ming I try and spend a lot more time
with the Delts. During season—and
it shouldn’t be this way—they get put
on the back burner. I’m passionate
about my friends. I really try hard to
stay up in their lives and talk for hours
each week.
What do you want to accomplish
with the remainder of your Kenyon
career?
This is going to sound dorky, but I
would like to set new national records
50 free, 400 IM and the 1650 free (the

mile). I’d also like to win a total of 10
individual titles, which means I need
to win from here on out, but that’s
more than Kenyon has won ever—so
we’ll see. Also, as a team I’d like to win
up through graduation. My senior
year could be year 30, so that would
be so exciting.
And post-swimming (which must
be hard to imagine), what’s your
ideal job?
I would like to own my on business. I like to be in charge.
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Former child soldier tells his story at Kenyon
By Teddy Eismeier
Staff Writer
“I think coming to America is a
good experience for me personally … and
for Sierra Leone as a whole, if I can help
make progress by telling people my story,”
said Mohamed Sibiday, a former child
soldier from Sierra Leone who visited
Kenyon last week.
Sibiday came with his mentor
Andrew Benson Greene, a human rights
educator who works with young people
who were affected by the war in Sierra
Leone. Greene was also born in Sierra
Leone..During their time on campus, the
pair gave a presentation called “Children
of the Crossfire,” as well as visiting a number of classes for discussion.
“We come to Kenyon on a request
to raise awareness about many challenges
that young people face in recovering from
the war in Sierra Leone,” said Greene.
Greene commented on the differences between his country and the
United States. “The infrastructure in
this country is far more developed, to
an extent unheard of in Sierra Leone,”
he said.
A nation still recovering from a decade of civil war, Sierra Leone’s economy
is improving, according to Greene, but
the country still suffers from hunger and
poverty, high unemployment and poor
infrastructure. Most people in Sierra
Leone subsist on less than a dollar per
day. By the time the fighting began to
subside in 1998, Sierra Leone was listed
as the poorest country in the world in
the United Nation’s Human Development Index.
Located in a tropical region of West
Africa on the Atlantic coast, Sierra Leone
was a colony of the British Crown until
1951, when the people adopted a new
constitution and held its first elections.
Throughout the 1990s, the country was
plagued by civil war between rival factions competing for rule of the national
government, notably the Revolutionary United Front. Political corruption
stunted economic growth and led to the
use of child soldiers.
Greene said that he was unaware
of the conflict until he “reached my high
school years.”
Many young people were, however,
forced into service through threats of violence and terror tactics, as the Revolutionary United Front attempted to increase
its numbers. As the war escalated, Greene
continued his education at Fourah Bey
College at the University of Sierra Leone,
studying history, literature, law and international relations. He managed to escape
the insurgent groups, and he spoke out
against the violence and child soldiering,
advocating for human rights.
“I supplied media groups like the
BBC with information about the war
in Sierra Leone, so the reality of the
situation could be heard through the
international media,” said Greene.
When Greene began to receive
threats on his life from the militant
groups because of the controversial
discussion he had opened up, he fled
to the neighboring country of Guinea.
While he taught English and literature to
the other displaced refugees in his camp
between 1997 and 1998, he also joined
a progressive political action group called

terms with the trauma
they had faced as young
children.
Although they
were affected by the
war in varying degrees,
the children in the
iEARN Sierra Leone
program could connect with others from
their generation with
the same background
rather than facing the
traumatizing experience of war alone.
Greene also emphasized the importance of communicating with peers abroad
for the students. “The
children in the program could communicate instantly with
Tristan Potter other young people
Mohamed Sibiday, a former child soldier in Sierra Leone, spoke at Kenyon about his experiabroad,” said Greene.
ence. “I have already learned a lot and seen a lot,” said Sibiday, after just one day in the U.S.
“I think that the messages and feedback
the Campaign for Good Governance,
had lost their childhood to war,” said
from other young people engaged and
Democracy and Human Rights, which
Greene.
encouraged them.”
he said later inspired his own initiatives.
Greene also enlisted the aid of
Communicating with other young
Greene was able to return to Sierra
educators, religious leaders and other volpeople, playing simple games and workLeone in 1998 after the reinstatement of
unteers with backgrounds in therapy to
ing on multimedia projects helps chilthe democratic government.
help the youths in the program come to
“Although the violence continued,
my fear was not as acute,” said Greene. He
resumed his studies at the university and
received his certificate the same year.
Cream after taking solace in the fact
By Leslie Parsons
Still burning from the atrocities
that the Collegian would be picking up
A&E Editor
committed on both sides during the
the tab.
conflict, Greene restarted his campaign
I was greeted with the sound of
The plate that came to my table was
against the perpetuation of violence and
smooth jazz as I entered the Village Inn
enough to put a grimace on the face of the
the use of child soldiers. The government
this past Friday with a few friends, and
average college student. While the food
was still in control of the mass media in
we were all very surprised to find a place
was arranged delicately in a visually pleasSierra Leone, so Greene began to think
dripping with metropolitan refinement
ing way and certainly smelled appealing,
of other ways to spread his message.
in rural Ohio.
the first reaction that my company and
He initially used the radio, but
Dress code is always ambiguI had was to plan on some market dogs
he decided that the anonymity of the
ous in restaurants, but suffice it to say
afterwards to satiate us. Maybe I’m makairwaves was not the best way to connect
we felt very out-of-place in jeans and
ing a mountain out of a molehill here, but
directly with children who had firsthand
flip-flops. Most people were wearing
for paying that much I was expecting a
experienced the violence and who could
“business-casual”—button-up shirts
mountain and got a molehill.
share their stories.
and khakis for men and blouses and
My complaints about the size of
“I thought that the computers
skirts for women.
an entrée portion aside, make no miscould attract children, and would engage
We were seated after a half-hour
take—the food I ordered was delicious.
young people who lacked education and
wait, a wait that was to be expected
No one I dined with that evening had
skills,” said Greene.
considering the restaurant’s very recent
any complaints about the taste of the
But Greene lacked the financial
opening and the community’s curiosity
food. Esi Mora ’08 ordered the Pan
resources to carry out his plan through
about the new attraction that has been
Seared Almond and Five-Spice Tilapia
the Internet.
added to our hill.
with Coconut-Lime Cream and was
After studying in the United States,
During my wait, I noticed somesurprised that the fish was served sweet,
he began to build a network of contacts
thing that any beer-ophile would
rather than salty or spicy. Though she
in humanitarian aid groups which would
appreciate: both Guinness and Blue
enjoyed the taste, she said she wished that
become very important in making his
Moon were on tap.
the restaurant had served the fish more
program a reality. Upon his return to
Aaron Clark-Ginsberg ’07 was
savory than sweet.
Sierra Leone, Greene linked up with
bartending that evening. Several KenHema Ramharrack ’09 said she
iEARN, the International Education
yon students have been hired in various
thoroughly enjoyed her Hoisin-Chili
and Resource Network, an international
positions on staff, including servers
Glazed Shrimp Skewers, though she
non-profit group that encourages educaDan Leeds ’08 and Chris Henson ’09,
admittedly had some challenges eating
tional development through communiwhom I recognized working there
around a skewer in a place that demanded
cation technology. The group Computer
during my meal. It added a sense of
the type of manners that don’t allow eatAid International sent the first shipment
community to the restaurant which,
ing with your hands. I was impressed by
of computers to get Greene’s program
without familiar faces, might have
the combination of tastes that came out
started.
seemed uncomfortably stuffy.
of the chicken breast I ordered, which
With the assistance of these orgaThe selection afforded by the
if poorly prepared can be bland and
nizations and others, Greene was able
menu was small: only six dinner entrees
miserable.
to get his fledgling program off the
are currently being served, and none are
I consider mashed potatoes a food
ground in 2000 and start helping the
vegetarian. My server informed me that
that really displays the ability of the restauchildren of Sierra Leone in their process
the menu would change regularly to
rant in terms of the way it’s prepared and
of rehabilitation.
ensure that a variety of seasonal foods
served and, strange as that may sound,
“Through the use of computers
are used. I found the prices of the entrees
this system has never failed me. The
and other multimedia technology, we
a bit steep, ranging from $10-$16, but
mashed potatoes served with my entree
were able to engage and inspire the
settled on the $12 Herb Marinated
were slightly mealier than I would have
imaginations of these children who
Chicken Breast with Lemon-Caper
liked them to be, but they tasted like

dren affected by war to reinstate the
feeling of a young generation again,
according to Greene.
“We see this program as the first
step to personal growth as an opportunity to communicate freely and lose the
isolation of war,” he said.
Sibiday is one of the former child
soldiers who discovered iEARN. He
helped create a documentary called “We
Don’t Want No War,” which he said is
intended to inform others about how
the war affected them as child soldiers.
“It’s strange talking about the war,
but it helps to give me hope,” said Sibiday.
“I want to continue teaching other
people about what happened. I dream
of pursuing more education if I have a
safe place to live, and I want to become
an international lawyer.”
“Through education and positive recreation, we can keep the minds
of these young people sound, so they
can concentrate on gaining life skills
and learning to move beyond their
experience during the war,” said Greene.
“Considering that it was a country on the
brink of collapse that saw five years of
war, we have seen a lot of changes.”
To learn more about iEARN Sierra
Leone, visit their website at www.iearnsierraleone.org.

V.I.: Good food, but not enough
potatoes: not in an off-putting, yeasty
way, but in a comforting home-made
way. Overall, I was pleased.
After ruminating on my slight
hunger, and the fact that my meal was
free, I decided that dessert was in order.
I spaced out as the waitress described our
first option, some sort of mojito-cake dessert which one of my friends ordered and
enjoyed, but was snapped back to reality
at the sound of the word “colossal.” As
pleased as I was to find that the restaurant
knew what portion size would please the
average college student, I was even more
pleased when the word “colossal” was
followed by the word “cheesecake.” Ten
minutes later I was in $6 heaven with a
slice of cheesecake in front of me as big
as both of my fists and drizzled with
chocolate sauce. Any more discussion
of this dessert would be blasphemous,
as one cannot truly put into words the
glorious taste and smooth texture of this
delicacy.
Maybe it was something in the
cheesecake, but when I left the Village
Inn I was completely satisfied. While it
probably wouldn’t satiate my late-night
movie-watching cravings as well as the
Gambier Grill, I’d certainly consider
taking my parents there the next time
they are in town … just as long as they
paid as both of my fists and drizzled with
chocolate sauce. Any more discussion
of this dessert would be blasphemous,
as one cannot truly put into words the
glorious taste and smooth texture of this
delicacy.
Maybe it was something in the
cheesecake, but when I left the Village
Inn I was completely satisfied. While it
probably wouldn’t satiate my late-night
movie-watching cravings as well as the
Gambier Grill, I’d certainly consider taking my parents there the next time they
are in town … just as long as they paid.
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It is well known that Kenyon’s
endowment, at about $160 million,
is much smaller than those of similar
colleges. Consequently, there are
many things we know we need: art
buildings, more funding for student
groups, better student housing, more
endowed faculty chairs.
After this week, we should apparently think about adding
“clear policies” to Kenyon’s
growing list of needs. Lack
of guidelines describing how
to rent the Kenyon Athletic
Center has led to the scheduling, without any community
input, of an October “celebration” by the Christian evangelist Will Graham, which
has surprised and upset many
members of the Kenyon community (see story, page 1).
Graham is a representative
of the Billy Graham Evangelistic
Association (BGEA), which is led
by his father Franklin Graham, who
has made extremely discriminatory
statements about Islam.
Also this week, we learn that the
Curricular Policy Committee (CPC)
has deferred a decision about whether
to create an Islamic Studies concentration until next year because the CPC
apparently does not have clear guidelines for approving proposals for new
concentrations (see story, page 1).
President Georgia Nugent’s
professed commitment to creating KAC rental guidelines and the
CPC’s efforts to draft rules for the
approval of concentration proposals
are both commendable and necessary. But “absence of policies” is also
being used as a cheap defense against
real engagement with the frequently
troubling and contentious issues
that confront us at Kenyon. The
unilateral decision to rent the KAC
for Graham’s “celebration” will likely
leave many Kenyon community members—and prospective community
members—feeling as if their beliefs
and values are marginalized in Gambier. And even if the Islamic Studies
proposal eventually passes, the delay
in its consideration will deny qualified students in the class of 2007 the
opportunity to add this concentration
to their diplomas—all for the lack of
a policy.
Real problems require messy,
contentious debates that make people
uncomfortable. But if there is one
thing we in Gambier hate to sacrifice,
it’s our own peace of mind. We want
to increase “diversity,” which should
include diversity of religious thought
and of academic discipline, but by
refusing to openly discuss problems
when they arise, we prove ourselves to
be an intolerant campus. At Kenyon,
problems are either contained by a
dainty process of negotiation, carefully circumscribed by the proper
policies—or they’re dead on arrival.
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Graham event a poor decision
and an affront to Islam

By Vernon schubel
Religious Studies Professor
There are many of us in the
Kenyon community who have real
concerns about the October 2007
event in the KAC sponsored by the
Billy Graham Evangelistic Association (BGEA). Franklin Graham, the
CEO of the BGEA, in the wake of
the horrific events of September 11,
2001 called Islam “a very evil and
wicked religion.” He subsequently
said, “the persecution or elimination
of non-Muslims has been a cornerstone of Islamic conquests and rule
for centuries” and that the Qur’an
“provides ample evidence that Islam
encourages violence in order to win
converts and to reach the ultimate
goal of an Islamic world.” Asked on
ABC’s Nightline in March of 2006
if he had changed his mind he said,
“No.” He continued: “I know about
Islam. I don’t need an education from
Islam. If you think Islam is such a
wonderful religion, I mean, go and
live under the Taliban somewhere. I
mean, you’re free to do that.” Unlike
the Rev. Billy Graham himself and
many other evangelical Christians
who have bravely refused to accept
Franklin Graham’s woefully inaccurate and dangerous depiction of
Islam, the BGEA has not distanced
itself from these statements.
Mr. Graham has emerged as
a central figure in the movement to
convince people that the problem of
Islamic extremism isn’t extremism—it
is Islam itself. The tactics are simple,
but effective. Point to the worst aspects of behavior by Muslims—9/11,
the Taliban, the killing of Dutch filmmaker Theo Van Gogh—and imply,
or say directly, that this is normative
Muslim behavior. Then choose verses
of the Qur’an or hadith out of context
to “prove” Islam is inherently violent
and wicked. (To be honest, similar
and equally ugly tactics have been
used to attack Jews, Catholics and
Christian evangelicals as well.)
Franklin Graham has been very
effective; in fact, he has become a hero
in the anti-Islam movement. Go to
Beliefnet and look at the comments

on articles about him by people praising his courage to speak “the truth”
about Islam. There are many people
like him who are spreading fear of
Muslims, a virulent disease some have
called “Islamophobia” and whose closest analogue is anti-Semitism. It is a
disease that has spread into the centers
of power and policy-making, as is
evidenced by the enthusiastic applause
recently received by Bernard Lewis at
the American Enterprise Institute as
he received their Irving Kristol Award
when he defended the Crusades as “a
late, limited, and unsuccessful imitation of the jihad.” There are numerous organizations and think tanks
who are promoting fear of Islam and
Muslims for their own political ends.
Franklin Graham is at the center of
that discourse.
As a Muslim, I am personally
offended by the way the leader of the
BGEA has depicted my religion. As a
scholar of religion I am intellectually
appalled at the inaccurate portrayal of
Islam Graham continues to propagate.
As a citizen of this community I feel
morally obligated to speak out.
Some at Kenyon have defended
the upcoming BGEA event on the
basis of the money we will make from
it. Others have argued that we invite
controversial speakers all the time and
this is no different. But when controversial speakers come, we question
them, we engage them in dialogue and
debate, and we confront them. This is
different. This event is a revival, a major public event held by an extremely
powerful organization designed for
proselytizing. Kenyon will be seen as
hosting a major religious revival that
will likely attract many thousands of
people. It will likely be widely covered
in the local and national news. We
will be seen as affirming the BGEA
and by extension the Islamophobia
of Franklin Graham.
Renting out our facilities to a
politically powerful ministry whose
leadership is openly hostile to Islam
(as well as gays and lesbians) was, to
my mind, an ill-considered and shortsighted decision. Would we have
allowed a group to come to campus
whose leadership advocated similar
things about Jews or Catholics? I
think not. I can only assume that
the people at Kenyon who arranged
this event were unaware of the antiMuslim statements by Mr. Graham
at the time.
In the wake of the inevitable
media coverage of this event, I fear
this event will hurt our attempts to
attract more Muslim or Arab-Ameri-

can students to Kenyon at a time
when we are struggling to become
a more diverse campus. There are
many Muslim immigrant families
that have been extremely successful in
this country. The Muslim community
deeply values education. Their kids
go to some of the best colleges and
universities in America. Far too few
choose to come here, despite our excellent programs. In my opinion, we
don’t try hard enough to attract them.
For example, the proposed Islamic
Civilization and Cultures concentration proposal—which would send a
message that this is a place that takes
Islam seriously—has for bureaucratic
reasons still not cleared CPC ( see
story, page 1). I am still hopeful it
will clear the committee in time for
students to graduate with it this year.
If you Google “Kenyon College”
and “Muslim,” you pull up articles
from the ultra-right wing American
Thinker published by an alumnus of
this institution that attacks Islam and
the way it is taught on our campus
and the controversial visit by Irshad
Manji. There is clear and unfortunate evidence that Muslim students
think twice about applying here.
The presence of Franklin Graham’s
ministry on our campus will only affirm the false impression that Kenyon
is a campus which emphasizes the
study of neo-conservatism, but not
the civilization of Islam and sends
the inaccurate message that this is a
place where Muslims would not be
comfortable.
To be fair, Kenyon is now in a
difficult situation. We risk being portrayed as supporters of a major public
event by a ministry whose leadership
is deeply Islamophobic. If we pull out,
we risk being seen as enemies of evangelical Christianity. Neither is a true
depiction of Kenyon. In my opinion,
we should not have scheduled this
event. But we have.
I believe as a community we need
to thoroughly and openly discuss this
issue and find some way to control
the damage. One suggestion is that
we hold a simultaneous campuswide event on “Religious Tolerance
and Diversity.” That is a start, but I
do not think that is enough. I think
we should organize a public letter
from the community—signed by as
many people—students, faculty and
administrators—who wish. In that
letter we should distance ourselves
from Franklin Graham’s statements
against Muslims and Islam and call
on the Graham ministry to repudiate
them as well.
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Lack of diverse curriculum stifles learning at Kenyon
academic curriculum is not one of the
administration’s goals.
Kenyon has long excelled at
teaching the ideas, books and history
of Europe and America. Our classics,
English, history, and political science
departments—among others—offer
many quality classes aimed at understanding European and American
thought. Kenyon’s reputation has
been built upon the success of these
courses, and it is well that Kenyon
would continue to cultivate excellence
in these disciplines.
The College, however, cannot
afford to restrict its curriculum to
these tried and true subjects. In the
past century, the world has become
increasingly interconnected, a change
that has strongly influenced American
academia. Comparable undergraduate
schools have begun to incorporate
classes that deal explicitly with the history, languages and political thought
of areas outside the “Western” world.
Additionally, many graduate institutions have long offered master’s and
Ph.D. programs specializing in such
disciplines.
For Kenyon graduates who plan
to pursue higher educations and/or
careers in such fields—and more
disciplines and professions are now requiring such expertise—Kenyon’s curriculum is stifling. In the future, this

may lead to fewer applicants choosing
to attend Kenyon, opting instead to
matriculate at schools that offer more
varied courses. To remain an academically attractive and viable institution,
Kenyon needs to expand its academic
focus to include more classes covering
African, Asian, Middle Eastern and
South American topics.
This task is not as daunting as
it
may
seem. Several of Kenyon’s
By Archita Jha
academic departments already offer
Guest Columnist
classes outside of the traditional,
“Western” model. Courses in Early
Recently Kenyon has taken
and Modern African History, the
steps to increase the level of diversity
history of Africa and India, as well
on campus, including the creation
as Chinese, Japanese, and Russian
of a task force to encourage student
language classes are all offered on a
diversity. At least nominally, this
regular basis. Evidence of Kenyon
seems to be a step in the right direcstudents’ enthusiasm for such subjects
tion for a school that is, the Kenyon
includes the over-enrollment of the
administration will admit, remarkably
Beginning Arabic class and the widemonochromatic. But Kenyon’s efforts
spread popularity of the International
in this matter have been largely limStudies major. These are just a few
ited to student admissions. While inexamples of the types of classes explorcreasing diversity in the student body
ing non-traditional subject areas that
is an admirable goal that will improve
Kenyon already offers.
Kenyon as both a community and
But more needs to be done to
an academic institution, the Kenyon
build upon this foundation. As it
administration should also consider
stands, a token professor is often
the level of diversity in the academic
expected to be the sole expert on all
curriculum. The recent failure to
aspects of a society, region or even
approve a of the proposed Islamic
continent. Kenyon needs to make
Civilizations concentration and the
a commitment to a comprehensive
limited Arabic program, indicate
education and see that it is followed
that the diversification of Kenyon’s
through in every
department. How
enjoyable and useful would it be
Dear Editors,
if, in addition to
	I was disappointed that the “Gund servery could close in 2008” (Mar. 1, 2007) article neglected to consider the possible loss of staff. Although a consolidated space for Student Activities and
savings in table purchases, kitchen repairs and dishwasher operations are all presented as advantages,
the corresponding departure of workers was not mentioned as a disadvantage. The workers are the
ones who make the dining service enjoyable. Naomi knows what type of eggs you’ll have and if you
are having breakfast early or late. One night Gund had no milk and an employee came over with two
cups and offered to try the lactose-free milk with me. And it is always nice to get a warm greeting
during extendo. Gestures like these are invaluable in a community and those who make them should
not be laid off. The dining hall staff brings a lot to the campus, both in terms of personal attention
and the diversity of their experiences.
From the article it seems a final decision has not been made, although a single dining hall
would not need two managers, or even two dish crews. Merging two staffs into one, even for Peirce’s
larger space, would create redundant positions. The article presented a number of advantages to closing Gund while the only disadvantage presented was student concern over having to walk to Peirce.
I think the larger issue is how we define our community. Are Gund’s workers part of it? If they are,
concern for them should be part of our evaluation of the dining halls.
Sincerely,
Chris Fennell ’07

Letters to the Editor

Dear Editors,
This is in response to Colin Maguire’s editorial, “Kenyon lacks ideological diversity” (Mar.
1, 2007), which described Kenyon students and the school in general as narrow-mindedly liberal.
Colin used a student commenting “the Republicans are a bunch of rednecks” as an example of
anti-Republican sentiment, but I think it says something at least as important about class. In this
statement the objection to Republicans isn’t based on being liberal in any meaningful policy sense,
it’s based on scorn for poor people, in this case poor, white, rural people.
Kenyon draws disproportionately from wealthy families, which inevitably affects the education
students get, academically and socially. It’s possible to have a discussion about Wal-Mart in which
no one says “my family shops there because it’s cheap,” one about the Iraq war in which no one has
family in the military, and one about religion in which no one is an evangelical Christian. The sense
of what “normal” looks like, culturally and financially, is skewed in a way that’s both more pervasive
and more destructive than issues of liberal vs. conservative. However, these issues are also ideological,
insulating views on class that it’s possible to never have challenged while at Kenyon.
Republicans are a vocal minority on campus: disagreed with, but always part of the discussion.
By contrast, if you come from certain atypical-for-Kenyon class and/or cultural backgrounds, it
can be hard to raise the issues that don’t occur to your classmates in a way that doesn’t make them
uncomfortable or yourself vulnerable. When students make negative comments about Republicans, it’s intentional, but class perceptions are such that it’s possible to make negative statements
or assumptions about poor people, like using the world “redneck” to describe Republicans and/or
Kenyon’s neighbors without even realizing that one is being insulting.
Sincerely,
Abigail E. Haddad, ‘06

Advanced French and Spanish,
Advanced Arabic and Hindi were
in the catalog of courses? What if
the history and political thought of
Middle Eastern, African and South
American thinkers were taught in
addition to Locke and Mill? What if
English classes included more works
in translation, instead of restricting students’ studies to British and
American literature?
While we recognize that Kenyon’s funds are limited, we hope
that the increased diversity of the
academic curriculum will be a prior-

ity in years to come. It is difficult for
Kenyon to compete with colleges with
larger endowments, but Kenyon will
be left behind by other undergraduate
institutions if it does not begin adapting its current programs. We hope
that this article will spark discussion
among students and professors about
what subjects they would like to see
available at Kenyon and encourage
the creation of a forum in which these
ideas can be heard.
The views in this column are shared by
Adam Bursi’ 07, Deanna Lesht ’07
and Annie Shinbach’ 07
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Social Board
Presents
Fri. April 6th

Battle of the Bands
and Cover Song Competition
Horn Gallery 9pm

Kenyon College
Run dates: 3/29, 4/5
Size: 4” wide by 4” tall

Sat. April 7th

Trip to Columbus’ Short North
Gallery Hop

Cost of $2
Transportation will leave from bookstore at 5 p.m.

If interested please sign up and pay on the
2nd floor of the Student Activities Center by 4 p.m. on Friday.
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Antigone: Polished, skillfully played

By Jason Smith
Staff Writer
Shortbus
Friday, April 6
7:30 p.m.
KAC Theater
John Cameron Mitchell gained
a lot of attention for his first film,
Hedwig and the Angry Inch, the
darkly funny transsexual rock opera.
Having made his name, he could
have used the film as a springboard
to better-paying mainstream projects.
Instead, he goes in the opposite direction with Shortbus, a delightful film
about love, life and sex (lots of sex)
in New York. If you’ve heard one
thing about this film, you’ve likely
heard that it depicts actual sexual
interactions between the cast, rather
than simulating it for the camera.
What’s impressive is how the film is
ultimately something more than a
lightning rod for controversy.
The ensemble cast includes
Sofia, a sex therapist who has never
had an orgasm herself; Rob, her
current boyfriend; James and Jamie,
a gay couple and clients of Sofia’s;
Ceth, a young gay man who strikes
up a friendship with James and Jamie;
Caleb, who seems to be stalking
James; and Severin, a jaded dominatrix, among others. Based on that
list, you can probably imagine the
myriad directions the film takes with
its depictions of sexuality.
What’s really remarkable about
Shortbus is its overall tone and how
Mitchell manages to bring a sense
of playfulness and—believe it or
not—innocence to the proceedings.
Though it is a very explicit film, it
really doesn’t feel that way. Mitchell,
who is also credited with the script
though much of it was improvised,
has achieved something that is really pretty amazing for our current
political climate. Shortbus is not
only a film about sex, but it’s a film
that is genuinely comfortable with
depicting sex honestly, doesn’t see
anything shameful about it, and
in doing so actually comes up with
something pretty interesting to say
on the subject.
Half Nelson
Saturday, April 7
7:30 p.m.
KAC Theater
One of the most acclaimed films
of last year, Half Nelson stars Ryan
Gosling (nominated for an Oscar)
as Dan Dunne, a gifted inner city
middle school teacher with a severe
drug addiction. He forms a tenuous
friendship with one of his students,
Drey (Shakeera Epps), who has
problems of her own and is all too
familiar with the world of drugs and
drug addicts. The film, then, is about
good people who find themselves
seemingly trapped in desperate
situations, looking for something to
hold on to.
Perhaps the highest praise that
can be given to a film is to say that it
feels entirely “real,” and Half Nelson
earns that distinction. The dialogue
and the relationships are completely
natural and believable. The film never

resorts to sensationalism, which
would have been easy given the
material. Its portrayal of addiction
is unglamorous, and Dunne is presented as a complex character, more
than just a contradiction between
“popular teacher” and “drug addict.”
The apparent “villain” of the story
is Frank (Anthony Mackie), a drug
dealer relative of Drey’s. But even
he is presented non-judgmentally, a
three-dimensional person rather than
a story device. However misguided
he is, he cares for Drey and wants to
help her.
Gosling delivers the kind of
stunning performance that we have
come to expect from him. The Oscar
nomination was long overdue, and
if you had to pick one reason to see
Half Nelson, he would be it. Epps, in
her feature film debut, gives a striking
performance too, as does Mackie. The
film also benefits from the low-key,
naturalistic style of director Ryan
Fleck (and co-writer Anna Boden).
Half Nelson is a fine example of talented people taking a simple concept
and turning it into something great.
Brothers of the Head
Wednesday, April 12
10:15 p.m.
KAC Theater
A criminally under-seen gem
from last year, Brothers of the Head
is a bizarre and unique punk rock
odyssey set in 1970s England. Shot
in a mockumentary style (though a
little more serious than, say, This is
Spinal Tap), the film tells the story
of Tom and Barry Howe (Harry and
Luke Treadaway), conjoined twins
who are selected by a promoter to
front his new act. Originally envisioned as a pop curiosity, they instead
develop into a vitriolic punk band.
But of course, the usual perils of rock
stardom are lurking, and the band is
threatened by these problems.
When the Gallagher brothers
have a problem with each other, they
can simply separate, but life is not
so simple for Tom and Barry. The
Treadaway brothers (who are twins
but are not conjoined) do a fine job
of exploring the complex and unique
relationship between their characters.
Directors Keith Fulton and Louis
Pepe make great use of the mockumentary style while not relying too
heavily on rock star clichés. Many
standard elements are present (drugs,
women, etc.), but even these devices
are used in rather inventive ways.
The film really is a success on
almost all levels. Tony Grisoni’s (Fear
and Loathing in Las Vegas) script is
restrained when it needs to be and
excessive when appropriate. The
cinematography is great, perfectly
capturing every gothic building and
dingy nightclub. Even the set decoration recreates the feel of the 70s. And,
perhaps most important, the music
rocks. The songs are great, recalling
the best of old school punk rock. You
may not have heard much about it
yet, but Brothers of the Head is a cult
classic in the making.

Two guards (Will Cirocco ’10 and Chris Audain ’08) carry Antigone away for defying King Creon.

By Adrienne Boris
Theater Critic
How d o I wi s h that l a st
we ekend’s pro duction of the
Anouilh/Ga lantiere Antigone
hadn’t already closed? Oh, let
me count the ways: the acting ,
the direction, the script, the set
design, the lighting , the music,
the costumes … in fact, it feels
almost wrong to write this review
so far after the fact of such a highquality production.
Director senior Jeff Gardner’s
partial fulfillment of his honors
senior exercise in drama gripped
its audience from its first mo ment until its last haunting stage
picture. Senior Lily Moore-Coll’s
stark and expansive set design gave
the Hill Theatre a new dimension,
and senior David Flaherty’s lighting design helped to convey both
mood and location in an economic but aesthetically pleasing way.
When the actors took their places
against this background, it was no
surprise that they were able to create such effective theatre. Simply
put, Gardner and his entire cast
and crew should be exceedingly
proud of their uniformly strong
production.
The show opened with half
an hour of polished, quiet improvisation, which saved us from even
contemplating that the people
onstage might actually be fellow
Kenyon students, ones up all night
in Gund with us or in line with us
for stir-fry in Ernst. This gentle
transition, coupled with the fine
acting which was to come, helped
turn simple make believe into a
complex onstage reality. We were
no longer looking at characters
but at people existing.
Antigone’s story is familiar to
many and centers on Antigone’s

desire to bury her brother Polyneices, despite King Creon’s decree
that he be denied proper burial
rites because he fought against
Creon’s side in a civil war.
The chorus, played with clarity and focus by Craig Getting ’08,
introduced each character and
allowed the action to unfold from
there. Because he divulged each
character’s fate so blatantly—for
example, he told the audience that
Antigone is doomed to die—we
began to feel a suspenseful sense
of hopelessness, even as the plot
began to unfold. Therefore, it
was especially fascinating to watch
the characters begin to act out the
story and work to achieve their
ends, because they were not just
fighting against other characters
to get what they wanted, but also
against the crushing influence of
fate, no matter how futile. A feeling of desperation permeated the
onstage action, and I could almost
see the huge force field of desire
and energ y that Antigone’s skilled
actors created in the middle of
their stage.
Claire Fort ’07, also working
on Antigone as part of her senior
exercise in drama, turned in the
strong est performance I have
seen her give at Kenyon. Fort’s
sympathetic portrayal of a difficult character clearly exhibited
her large range and aptitude for
risk-taking.
Japhet Balaban ’09 as Antigone’s betrothed, Haemon, and
Jessie Radowitz ’09 as her naysaying sister were also strong in
difficult supporting roles. Justine
Lacy ’07 gave us a graceful and
non-stereotypical maid. Catherine Norbeck ’09, as Creon’s
silent queen Eur ydice, dazzled
using only g esture and looks.
Her eloquent and painful ges-

Lily Moore-Coll

ture toward the play’s tragic end
spoke just as loudly as the rest of
the play’s well-projected spoken
lines. Both Chris Guerrieri ’09
as Creon’s chief guard and Anna
Stevens ’08 as Creon’s messenger
shone in isolated but profound
scenes. Their minor characters
were full and incredibly invested
in the onstage action.
Special attention must be
given to Andrew Schad ’08, who
played Creon with such intelligence and force that he seemed
possessed. Antigone’s Creon carries a world of responsibility, honor, guilt and rage on his back, and
Schad’s committed portrayal of
Antigone’s antagonist demanded
that the audience ask themselves
whose side they were really on.
With some of the best acting I
have seen recently on a Kenyon
stage, Schad gave us a Creon with
a large range of emotions, hopes,
triggers and downfalls. His performance, full of painful truths,
was amazing to watch.
At the end of Antigone, tragedy has struck, just like the chorus
told us it would. Technically, we
should never have had any doubts
or suspense as to the play’s outcome. But we did, and that is a
testament not just to the lasting
power of a story like Antigone, but
to this ensemble’s superb acting
and Gardner’s skilled directo rial hand. As the lights fade on
the chilling image of the chorus
looking on as Creon’s soldiers
continue their routine even after
the play’s disastrous end, we feel
Antigone’s tragedy as acutely as if
it had happened to us.
Obviously, the biggest tragedy of all is that this particular
production of Antigone will never
again return to the Hill stage. I
hope you did not miss it.
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Screen and stage collide in 1984 Senior music previews
By Leslie Parsons
A&E Editor

Winston (Stephen Ellis ’08) and Julia (Kate Ross ’09) sneak into the woods for a tryst in 1984.

By Caleb Ruopp
Staff Writer
“It’s not a play in the strictest sense,”
says tech worker Phil Fine ’09, “more like
performance art. It’s hard to describe, really. Seeing is believing.”
1984, for those of you who never
read it, is a novel written by George
Orwell. It has been adapted for the stage
and will be presented this weekend in
the Bolton Theater. The play is a picture
of a dystopian future, a warning of times
to come. “The Party” controls Oceania
and is always at war. Because Oceania
is always at war, the people are always
willing to trade some freedom for safety.
The Party controls the media, telling the
people the war is going well. The Party
controls everything: whom you marry,
where you work, what time you get up,
who you are. Most importantly, it controls
what you think. If you even think of doing something against the Party, you have
committed “thought-crime.” Everyone’s
minds are randomly monitored to ensure
total party loyalty. The head of the Party
is Big Brother.
The Party reminds you always that
Freedom is Slavery, War is Peace and
Ignorance is Strength. Winston Smith, a
worker for the Ministry of Truth, no longer believes in what The Party says, is no
longer content. Here, the play begins.
The primary roles are played by Stephen Ellis ’08 (Winston), Stewart Urist
’08 (O’Brien) and Kate Ross ’09 (Julia).
The set is drab, gray and black, with
two large screens (composed of smaller
screens) overshadowing a bare stage. Videos and stills flicker to life in conjunction
with what is happening on stage, many
times interacting with the actors. The
cast is costumed in simple brown or blue
jumpsuits with ID badges. In short, it
looks like what George Orwell probably
envisioned when he thought of Oceania
and the Ministry of Truth.
Assistant director Adrienne Boris
’07 said, “I know lots of times, people
usually say ‘This is a show like you’ve
never seen,’ to get people to come, but
this show is unique, because it’s dependent
on the films but balances them with very
dramatic moments onstage.”
“It’s like a machine,” said Knud Adams ’09, the Production Stage Manager,
“unique parts that work together to create
a very powerful whole.”

According to Boris, the play has
been adapted, but mostly “trimmed and
streamlined. Not really altered, it just
moves along faster. The underlying point
is still there.”
Director and Associate Professor
of Drama Jon Tazewell chose the play
because “I felt that the text was poignant
for the time,” he said. “I was thinking
about what to do this year. The idea of it
was interesting. I was reading the book
and thought, ‘This is so relevant! How
did this guy imagine global warming, the
war, all of it?’
This particular adaptation came
from one of Tazewell’s friends, Chicago
playwright Andy White. He considered
it a sign when he found out that Larry
Grimm ’89, one of the founders of Fools
on the Hill, was in a Chicago production
of this adaptation.
“I read the novel and script again,
lots and lots of times,” said Tazewell. “It
so reminded me about the times, the loss
of civil liberties, etc. This was the show
to do.”
When asked about his production,
Tazewell said, “It’s great, with an amazing
cast of people, onstage and onscreen. The
designers did a fantastic job. The play is
really a team effort, which is why the cast
is listed as an ensemble. The whole set is

Lily Moore-Coll

on wheels, everything moves. It’s been a
big undertaking. I’m glad it’s so close to
opening, but it’s been great.”
“There’s a lot of video,” said technical director Chris Ellsworth. “Jon [Tazewell] and [Visiting Professor of Drama
Hugh Lester] have been editing ’til the
cows come home. It’s probably the biggest
show we’ve done, with all the furniture
and props. I think it’s gonna be cool.”
In addition to the films and stills,
there are also live-feed cameras that play
on the screens, sometimes even filming
part of the audience.
“It is one of the most unique and
interactive theater experiences the audience will witness this year,” said Erin Ellingwood ’07, who plays one of Winston’s
co-workers. “Whether they want to or
not, they’ll be part of it. It’s also certainly
the ugliest show they’ll see this year. But
intentionally so. It’s relevant to today.
Control of media, giving up freedoms for
safety and liberty, and giving up liberties
for freedom.”
“It’s double-plus good,” said Ross,
“and double-plus ambitious.”
1984 will be performed at 8 p.m. this
Thursday through Sunday at the
Bolton Theater. Tickets are available
beforehand at the box office for $1.

MST3K Preview
By Andrew Cunningham and Eugene Rutigliano
Collegian Staff
Show #212 – Godzilla vs. Megalon
Friday, April 6
6:30 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
Godzilla vs. Megalon is not a good movie, and since we can’t remember anything that happens in it that doesn’t happen in every other Godzilla movie, we will
be giving a general overview of the important themes and concepts central to the
series as opposed to a more specific plot summary.
Godzilla is a big lizard, akin to a T-Rex but with more useful arms and the
ability to breathe fire. Sometimes he wanders around, aimlessly crushing large
swathes of Japan, but sometimes for some reason he decides to help the hapless
citizenry and fight off other big monsters that happen by, which is what happens
in this particular installment.
In its purest form, the Godzilla franchise is about grown men in giant rubber
dinosaur outfits hitting each other and stepping on models. It must be a formula for
success; upwards of 28 Godzilla movies have been released to date.
It is also worth mentioning that this is, chronologically, the earliest episode of
MST3K that we’ve yet screened. While the show is certainly still funny, none of
the puppeteers know what their characters’ voices sound like yet, and one gets the
feeling that nobody really knows their lines.

Tiffany Jeng
“I have always loved expressing music,” said mezzo-soprano
Tiffany Jeng ’07, “and solo performance gives me a chance to connect
personally with an audience.”
Jeng will be performing her senior voice recital Saturday at 8 p.m.
in Brandi Recital Hall. The pieces
in her performance include many
19th-century art songs, including
songs by Reynaldo Hahn, C. E. F.
Weyse and Edvard Grieg. She will
be accompanied on some of her
pieces by Ariela Haber ’09 on violin
and Sacha Jowise ’09 on piano.
“It should be an interesting
program,” said Jeng. “Many of
these songs aren’t very commonly
performed here, so I’m excited to
share them with my audience.”
Jeng, who spent her junior
year abroad in Paris and Copenhagen, plans to sing in a variety
of different languages including
Danish, Norwegian and French as
a means of sharing her experiences
in Europe with her audience.
“I perform because I love to
tell stories,” said Jeng. “Many of my
songs tell some kind of story, and
it’s been fun figuring out how to

interpret these songs and developing the vocal technique to support
my interpretations. I really love the
songs I’m performing, and I hope
it shows.”
Mike Sviokla
Mike Sviokla ’07 will be performing his senior guitar recital
Saturday at 2 p.m. in Brandi Recital
Hall. His program includes a mix
of classical, bluegrass, jazz, fusion,
rock and metal pieces.
“I like that I can throw in a
Bach piece and a blues jam in the
same performance,” said Sviokla.
Sviokla looks forward to his
recital and finds it unique because
he is “not stuck in any era of
music.”
Sviokla began playing guitar
about eight years ago, but he
said he “never really took it seriously enough to get good or learn
theory until about three years
after I started.” He said he began
studying more seriously “when my
buddies were playing solos and I
was just playing chords, even kids
who didn’t play as long as me, so
I wised up and learned me some
scales.”

Senior art previews
By Leslie Parsons
A&E Editor
“I can’t pinpoint one thing
that inspired my exhibit,” said Kendra Silberschatz ’07 of her senior
art exhibit. “I love working with
narrative and twisted fairy tales. I
also have a tendency to humanize
animals and love the comic and
disturbing potential it has.”
Silberschatz’s exhibition is
one of several that will be displayed
in Olin Art Gallery next week. The
others are by Emily Robinson ’07
and Patrice Collins ’07. An opening reception will be held Monday
night at 7 p.m.
Robinson’s installation, entitled “Blue Rocks,” features original video pieces as well as stained
glass and origami. Robinson
considers one unifying theme in
her work to be “identity through
twinlessness.”
“I think that my whole idea is
based on the creation of identity
through another person, like how
you would reflect your own identity back and forth,” said Robinson.
Robinson was inspired by her
background in creating this installation. “I am half Japanese, and I
grew up in a Caucasian community,” she said. “When I was younger
I had a huge struggle in finding out
which culture I belonged to and
what culture is.”
The many pieces in Robinson’s
installation include components of
photography, glass, video, fabric,
copper and solder: an eclectic mix
which is brought together under
her theme.
When asked what the most

difficult part of putting together this installation was, she said
“learning how to make 3-D figures
in glass.”
“I practiced on some foam
balls and sort of figured out how
something could stay together
from that,” said Robinson of the
3-D glass elements in her installation. “It was really just a huge
experiment.”
Silberschatz is presenting an
exhibit entitled “The Creature
Comforts,” which comprises copper etching prints on paper made
by a printmaking process called
chine collé.
“I used copper plates that I
etch using acid,” she said, “then
print the image multiple times
on top of each other, layering
watercolor paint in between. To
complete the pieces I put wax on
top and add fabric, hair or other
materials.”
The exhibit’s theme is comfort
and discomfort. “I utilize harsh
lines and potentially disturbing
images with soft materials and
colors in an attempt to make the
viewer feel both comfortable and
uncomfortable,” said Silberschatz.
“I also use the idea of fairy tales and
bedtime stories but do it in a way
that is more reminiscent of a freak
show than a lullaby.”
Collins’s exhibition will feature 25 oil-painted landscapes,
which have been carved and layered to create a third dimension.
At print time, Collins was not
available for comment.
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Student Council Elections

President of Student Council

Senate Co-Chair

VP of Student Life

When I visited Kenyon I immediately felt a strong sense of community.
That sentiment drove me to Kenyon over
other schools and I feel a responsibility to
uphold that tradition. Those students who
preceded us molded Kenyon as we know it.
Now it is our turn to do the same.
There is a lack of communication
between administration and students at
Kenyon. Many students have expressed frustration that they are not informed of impending changes until they have been set in motion. Student
council has made strides to right this situation, but we are still far from that
goal. To me, the role of the student council president is to be the great communicator; to maintain open dialogue with the administration and inform
the student body. I strive to understand both sides of an argument, which
puts me in a strong position to successfully defend the student opinion while
telling the whole story. By effectively improving communication student
council can best represent and inform the student body while strengthening
our community for ourselves and for future students. Please consider each
position carefully and vote for the candidate who is, in your mind, both
the most fair and the most hard-working.

I want to run for Student CoChair of Campus Senate for two
reasons. First, as I am an active
member of the campus community,
I have great interest in seeing good
things happen in all corners of the
College. And second, considering my
experience of serving on the Senate
for the past two years—first as a class
representative and now as its secretary—I consider myself capable of
helping to move the group towards real improvements for Kenyon.
I would like to see our student government focus on several
issues next year. The adjustment in party registration regulations is
one subject that I will insist that the Senate address. As the housing
lottery approaches with its new format, I am interested in ensuring
that students are satisfied with the system’s changes. Finally, I would
like to press the administration to put the new K-cards to use so we
can pay for laundry, among other things.
In light of my experience and desire to improve our College, I
hope the student body will consider me for the Student Co-Chair
position.

I care about the
health, well-being and social lives of the students on
this campus. Last semester I helped organize the
food survey and discussed
the results with the trustees
in order to improve our
food service. I will continue to work on this issue through the transition to the
new Peirce facility. Next year I will focus on improving the
well being of our student body by ameliorating students
stress levels due to scheduling, exams, food service,and any
other issues that students bring to light. The Student Life
committee is here to tackle these and other issues, and I
have the organizational skills, leadership skills and time
to deal with these problems effectively. I’ve only served
on the committee for one semester previously but took
that time very seriously and hope to continue serving the
student body. Kenyon is my home and I hope to leave it
an even better place than when I arrived.

Elliot Forhan ’08

Jarrett Moreno ’08

Ann Shikany ’08

Vice President of Academic Affairs

Zach Shapiro ’08

As the current Vice President of Academic Affairs I
wish to continue to lead the projects that the Academic Affairs Committee has been working on this semester. Here
at Kenyon, students’ opinions matter. We have used a
student survey to evaluate and change the Career Development Center. I wish to continue this student involvement in all aspects of Academic Life at Kenyon. I also am
working to create a Student Advisory Board to increase
departmental interaction between students and faculty. I believe that my hard work,
dedication and willingness to talk to anyone who has a concern related to academic
life here at Kenyon, makes me the best candidate for the position of Vice President
of Academic Affairs. Just remember, “impossible is nothing.”

Mike Zabek ’08

The most important quality of Kenyon, for me, is how it structures interactions between professors and students. The finest tangible
element of that is how students are heard in matters of college policy.
The Academic Affair Committee has been pivotal in this process. It
has worked to expand library hours, to renovate study spaces and to
focus efforts on improving individual departments of the College.
The committee has affected study abroad options for students, it has
investigated the Career Development Center, it has examined advising
practices and it has represented students’ take on new academic technology.
Next year I will continue the committee’s focus this year on the CDC as well as its previous focus
on providing study spaces. I will focus the committee on a positive assessment of Kenyon’s technology
needs and how the college can help students in their use of technology for academic coursework. I have
spent two years on the committee and a year each in Student Council and Senate. I hope that I, or
whomever you elect to this post, will continue Kenyon’s tradition of student academic and administrative
involvement and expand student’s say and level of respect in college policy decisions.

Chair of Housing and Grounds

Daniel Gajewski ’09

My name is Dan Gajewski and I am a sophomore running for chairman of the Housing and Grounds Committee
for the ‘07-‘08 school year. As a student here at Kenyon,
I feel that my involvement in campus life has not been
satisfactory. My freshman year I was involved in first year
council. For my junior year, I wish to continue my involvement in the matters that affect our campus. I am a member
of Beta Theta Pi, and as an active Greek I believe fraternity
and sorority life should be adequately represented in the housing and grounds process. I
am dissatisfied with the current status of division housing, as there are no Greeks on
the Housing and Grounds Committee that represent our requests and ideals. I feel this
situation can be corrected through Greek involvement on the committee. I hope to
better facilitate the relations between administrators and Greek students through my
involvement in the housing and grounds committee.

Jack Hornick ’09

I am a rising Junior who has served on the Housing and Grounds
Committee this past year. I assisted in shaping the new Kenyon College housing lottery that will be implemented for room assignments
for next year. I was actively involved in the issue regarding division
housing in the new lottery. I am currently planning on assisting students and the administration on April 15 during the housing lottery
for next years housing assignments. From this first hand experience
I plan on tweaking the lottery for the following year by observing
what worked and what didn’t work this year. I feel that the housing situation on this campus is not
as strong as it could be. I would like to help make every student’s time at Kenyon as comfortable as
possible by either repairing or replacing broken furniture in common areas in residential buildings. I
am a fine candidate for the chair of the Housing and Grounds Committee because I have the ability
to lead discussions well and I would help the committee accomplish what has to be done by working
closely with the administration.

Co-Chairs of Student Lectureships

Sasha Letchinger ’09 and Stefanie Wilson ’08
When a truly passionate and engaging speaker addresses a packed
Rosse Hall, or when a small group attends a small departmental lecture,
the atmosphere can become electric. These are special little treats where
you don’t have to take notes, where you can just sit back and listen.
When I joined Student Lectureships, I was hoping to bring Jack
Black or Arundhati Roy to speak at Kenyon. I had no idea what
they would talk about, and no idea about the logistics and costs of
bringing somebody to speak. I do now, and know how unlikely those
two might be. When Tim O’Brien spoke last semester, illuminated only by a flashlight provided, last
minute, by one of the Committee members, I realized that people would remember his words and his
presence for years. That collective experience added to the gestalt of Kenyon in a tangible way. And
I had helped make it happen. It felt great.
I am running as Co-Chair for Student Lectureships knowing that I can bring my creativity, organizational skills, commitment, as well as my sense of humor to the position. Stefanie Wilson and I both
look forward to the coming year, and new chances to share our love of learning with the campus.

I have been a member of Student Lectureships for three semesters. This semester, independent of the committee, I also coordinated
the visit of Sister Helen Prejean to campus. Over the past two years,
I helped plan dinners, reserve spaces, worked with speakers’ bureaus,
and I know the logistics necessary in bringing someone to campus.
In this position, I would like to assist campus organizations in
bringing speakers by making the process as clear as possible. On a
campus with so many student groups with so many differing interests,
Student Lectureships could help organizations find speakers and provide not only monetary support, but also clear information about how to make arrangements with the College and the speaker’s
representatives. As a rising senior, I have not only helped bring speakers but also benefited from
the many speakers brought to campus. Bringing people with a variety of opinions and a range of
disciplines encourages diversity of opinion and challenges us to think in new ways. I believe that my
experiences would help me to provide leadership to this committee and assist campus organization
in bringing a variety of interesting speakers.
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Softball drops two to the Naz Tennis Ladies move up
By Sarah Friedman
Sports Assistant
This week, after postponing their
first two NCAC competitions because of
weather, the Ladies’ softball team emerged
with three losses and a win from a series
of close games against non-conference
competitors. Said head coach Stephanie
Monday, “We like the challenge of playing
teams that may be a little deeper or more
experienced than us. … Playing tough
competition early in the season helps us
get prepared for the NCAC portion of
our schedule.”
Last Saturday, the Ladies lost a double-header to Mount Vernon Nazarene
University, 2-1 and 5-3. Senior captain
Kate Zdrojeski scored the lone run off of
a double by fellow senior captain Ashley
Morrison. Zdrojeski’s batting average
increased to .488, the highest on the team,
after that game.
In the fourth inning, starting pitcher
first-year Jenny Dillon allowed the Cougars to score their first run. The game tied,
junior Stephanie Hemmingson relieved
Dillon in the fifth inning but soon gave
up the winning run to an RBI single by
Mount Vernon.
The next game started out with the
Cougars leading 4-0 at the bottom of the
third. Kenyon revived itself when firstyear Ellen Witkowski batted in two runs

on a single. The Mount Vernon pitcher
started off the fourth inning by hitting
first-year Alex Shaeffer, allowing fellow
first-year Elizabeth Refsnyder to pinchrun and consequently make it home.
Despite the Ladies’ gains, the Cougars made their final run in the fifth inning. There was no home plate activity
for the last two innings, and the Cougars
left the double-header with two wins.
Again at home on Sunday, the
Ladies played Marietta College, the No.
16 team in Division III, losing the first
game 3-2 but winning the second 8-7.
The Ladies’ two runs came in the first
inning. Senior Annie Brobst hit the first
home run of the season, simultaneously
batting in Witkowski’s double.
In the next game, the Ladies were
behind by two runs until the bottom
of the fifth. Refsnyder pinch-ran from
first base for first-year Stephanie Caton
and made a run off of Zdrojeski’s single.
In the sixth, Brobst scored the next run
off of senior Sara Schoenhoft’s double,
bringing the score to a tie. Schoenhoft
proceeded to make the final run for
Kenyon’s win.
Monday said the Ladies hope to
win the NCAC tournament and compete in the NCAA regional tournament.
She said that the team’s record does not
reflect how well they have been playing
overall and that the Ladies planned

in national rankings
By Sara Kaplow
Senior Sports Editor

Tristain Potter

First-year Anneke Mason winds up in
one game of a double-header against
Mount Vernon Nazarene.

“to use the momentum of that big win
[against Marietta] as we go into our
conference season.”
The first conference game of the
season, intended to be against Ohio Wesleyan University, was postponed. The Ladies’ April 1 game against Case Western
Reserve University was also postponed
due to heavy rainfall and has not yet been
rescheduled. The Ladies return to the
field Saturday at Allegheny College and
Tuesday at Wittenberg University.

After settling in at the No. 27
spot in the nation, the Ladies tennis
team was ready to take on BaldwinWallace College on March 30 and
No. 17 Carnegie Mellon University
the following day. Though they narrowly squeaked by the BWC Yellow
Jackets 5-4, the Ladies were no match
for the Tartans, who sunk the squad
7-2.
The Ladies split the singles competition with BWC, starting off with
a 6-2, 6-1 win from top-seeded senior
Ashley Kriwinsky over Andrea Isaac.
The Ladies dropped the next three
matches, though sophomore Molly
Yost took the Yellow Jacket’s Meggie
Glassburn to a third set, finally succumbing 4-6, 6-4, 10-4. Junior Meredith Brown got the Ladies back on
track with a win over Krista Marshall
6-3, 6-0, and sophomore teammate
Alexis Marino brought down Andrea
Essig 6-1, 6-1 to finish off singles.
Everything came down to the
last contest of the day, as the teams
each won one of the first two doubles
matches. Kriwinsky and Marino
defeated BWC’s Tiffany Allison and

Britney Shy with a score of 8-6, but
the Yellow Jackets came back to defeat
Brown and junior Paige MacDonald
8-4. Fortunately for Kenyon, first-years
Eva Ceja and Natalie Larew pulled
off the win over Marshall and Alyssa
Trampert, 8-5, securing the win and
at 7-2 record.
That record would stand for
just one day, as the Ladies took to the
courts on Sunday afternoon. CMU
handily defeated the Ladies’ top three
singles players, with the Tartans’ Amy
Staloch sending Kriwinsky out 6-4, 76 and Mona Iyer defeating Larew 6-4,
6-2. It was MacDonald who picked
up the team’s first win, easily defeating
Andrea Meythaler 6-1, 6-1. The only
other singles win from Kenyon was
posted by Marino, who defeated Mai
Otsuka 6-2, 6-4.
Each doubles match was crucial
for the Ladies, but they were simply
outmatched by the Tartans, who took
every contest. Ceja and Larew in the
last match put up the most fight but
finally fell 9-8, securing the victory
for CMU.
The Ladies team will head to
Kalamazoo College on Friday for two
days of competition at the GLCA
Tournament.

Men’s lacrosse picks up first loss to conference foe OWU
By Donovan Ortega
Staff Reporter
Kenyon Men’s Lacrosse traveled to
Ohio Wesleyan University last Saturday
with the momentum of a six game win
streak and a national ranking of 18. The
Lords proceeded to get stomped 10-7
by the Battling Bishops, proving that
records and rankings do not win lacrosse
games. It was apparent from the first face
off that it was not the Lords’ day. OWU
freshman midfielder Craig Arnoff
picked up the first loose ball and streaked
down the heart of the Kenyon defense
without being touched and laced a shot
past Kenyon goalkeeper David Page.
Only twelve seconds had passed in the
first quarter and the Lords were already
down 1-0.
“I think we were flat to start the
game,” said Head Coach Brendan McWilliams, “and Ohio Wesleyan came

out firing.”
Just four minutes later, Bishop attacker Dave Castignola posted himself
just outside the goal crease, twirled, and
ripped another goal past Page to make it
2-0. The goals would come faster for the
Bishops after that score. Ohio Wesleyan
would go on to notch three more unanswered goals in a span of five minutes,
a stretch in which the Kenyon defense
looked confused and outmatched.
“We knew that OWU was going
to come out hot and they did,” said
senior mid-fielder Luke Larson. “We
just had problems executing all game. It
was frustrating.”
Larson finally got Kenyon on
the board with a bouncing blast from
twenty yards out, but the Bishops
quickly answered with two goals of their
own and the half ended with Kenyon
down 7-1. One of the reasons that the
first half was so troublesome for the

Lords was the fact that they amassed
seven penalties. While marking an Ohio
Wesleyan attacker with just under three
minutes to go in the first half, junior
mid-fielder Nate Pritchard leveled the
Bishop while he was reaching for a loose
ball. The Bishop was sprawled out on the
turf while Pritchard was escorted to the
penalty box for unnecessary roughness.
“No roughness is unnecessary
when you’re down by five in the first
half,” said Pritchard.
Another reason for Kenyon’s horrible first half was due to their inability
to get the ball past mid-field. The Lords
were horrendous in transition, turning it
over constantly due to useless passes and
careless ball handling. In truth, Kenyon
was lucky to get into the locker room
only down by six. Page had seven saves in
the first half, some of which were point
blank blasts.
In the second half, the Lords were

an improved different team. Kenyon
opened up the scoring in the third
quarter off a nice pass from sophomore
Devin Catlin to junior Sean Wheeler.
The assist for Catlin extended his streak
of notching at least one point in every
collegiate game he has played in. He
quickly added another just six minutes
later off an unassisted goal and Kenyon
was only down four with 20 minutes
to play. But the Bishops answered once
again, scoring three straight goals to
open up the fourth quarter, sealing
the victory for the Bishops. With the
game beginning to get out of hand,
the Kenyon faithful that traveled to
Ohio Wesleyan followed suit. Play was
stopped with eight minutes to go by
Ohio Wesleyan head coach Sean Ryan.
With his hands clasped behind his
back, Ryan trotted over to a referee and
began pointing out the section of the
crowd he thought was out of control.

One Kenyon fan was asked to leave by
campus security.
“Our fans are great,” said Larson.
“They just get a little crazy sometimes.”
The Lords mounted a comeback
in the final four minutes of the game,
scoring four unanswered goals, three of
them courtesy of Luke Larson. Larson
leads the NCAC with 20 goals scored.
The offensive semblance came too late,
however, and the game ended with a
score of 10-7. As the final horn sounded,
Ohio Wesleyan players mobbed one
another at mid-field, exuberantly celebrating the upset of the No.18 team in
the country. The Lords now stand 6-1
overall and 0-1 in the conference. Their
next game is this Saturday at Wittenberg
University.
“Right now we can either sink or
swim as a team,” said Larson. “All we can
do is work hard this week and make sure
that we’re ready to play on Saturday.”
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Ladies lacrosse challenges St. Track teams take ninth,
11th at invitational
Vincent, loses by one point
By Kathryn Tumen
Staff Reporter

Last Saturday, the Ladies lacrosse
team came up short against the St.
Vincent Bearcats, losing by just one
point. The Ladies were off to a strong
start in the first half, leading 3-2 until St.
Vincent tied the game with only 5:40
left in the half. With goals scored by
senior Lauren Greene and sophomore
Sarah Masel late in the period, the
Ladies stepped into the lead.
With a two point lead going into
the second half, the Ladies were able
to fend off the Bearcats for most of
the game.
“We worked as hard as we could
for the entire 60 minutes without
letting down,” said senior defender
Lilly Stolper. “We were aggressive and
determined.”
Winning many of the ground
balls and controlling the majority

of draws, the Ladies showed a fierce
determination and desire to compete
with St. Vincent for the win.
“Our transitions were a big reason
for our first-half lead. We were able to
out-run St. Vincent and move the ball
down the field to the open player with
ease,” said Greene.
Notably, Masel led the Ladies
with three goals and two assists, while
junior attacker Amanda Drummond
walked away with two goals and two
assists. First-year attacker Caely Melford posted two points for the Ladies.
On the defensive side, senior Jess
Little and junior Kelly Humrichouser
pulled together causing a total of three
turnovers.
After scoring three goals early in
the second half, however, the Bearcats
were able to hold off the Ladies attempts to move ahead.
“Keeping a small lead half-way
through the game was difficult, men-

tally, for us as a team,” said Greene.
“We needed to take control of the game
when we were leading at the beginning
of the second half. As a young team,
we’re still learning how to dictate the
outcome.”
While Kenyon won most of
the 50/50 balls and was successful in
slowing down the opposing team in the
midfield throughout the game, the last
few minutes of the second half proved
difficult for the Ladies. St. Vincent began to stall with just under two minutes
to go in the game. Defensively, this is a
very tough strategy to beat. The Ladies,
however, held them at their mark and
prevented additional goals.
“We worked as a unit rather than
breaking down into a bunch of individuals,” said Greene.
“It was a tough loss,” said senior
defender Katie O’Malley, “but we are
excited for Wednesday’s game against
OWU.”

The Kenyon men’s and women’s
track teams made big strides this
weekend at the College of Wooster Invitational. The men’s team improved
three places from the Muskingham
Invitational, moving from twelfth to
ninth place posting 27 points. The
Ladies also showed improvement as
they finished in eleventh place, one
spot ahead of last week when they also
finished twelfth.
First-year running phenomenon
Dondrea Brown scored 15 out of a
total of 25 points, en route to winning
NCAC runner of the week. Brown
started the meet out by winning the
100-meter dash, clocking in at 11.31.
Brown took home a fourth-place
finish in the 200-meter dash as well.
His time of 22.54 nearly clipped the
Kenyon record of 22.34 run by Fred
Barrends ’81.

Fellow first-year Nate Spagnola
had an impressive fifth-place jump
of 3.35 meters in the pole vault.
Sophomore Rob Hauser recorded a
fifth-place finish in the 1,500-meter
run in a time of 4:14.2.
Other notable performances
for the men came from junior Andy
Berger, who finished seventh in the
400-meter run in 51.26; first-year Rob
Carpenter, who placed eighth in the
1,500-meter race in a time of 4:17.13;
and first-year Ken Noguchi, who
also placed eighth in the 300-meter
steeplechase with a time of 10:38.92.
Senior Jenna Rose single-handedly lifted the Ladies to all of their
five points by finishing fourth in the
400-meter hurdles in 1:10.74.
The men’s and women’s track
teams will resume their season this
coming Saturday as they take on
the Washington and Jefferson track
team at Washington and Jefferson
College.

pitching performance of sophomore
Geoff Bollier, who pitched a complete
game shut-out and racked up seven
strikeouts, was more than enough to
secure the win. Bollier brought his
record to a perfect 3-0 and lowered his
ERA to 1.91.
The next game was tougher for the
Lords, despite scoring four runs in the
first inning, three of the runs coming on
a home run off the bat of junior Hugh
Guill. Hiram did not let up, however,
as they put up three runs in the bottom
of the same inning.
The Lords extended their lead in
the fourth with a double by senior Chad
Rothschild, but the Terriers responded
with two runs of their own in the fifth
and another in the bottom of the sixth.
Once again, the Lords responded with
a run in the top of the seventh on a
single from senior Brad Reynolds, but
the heroics were topped by Hiram’s Joe
Trela, who hit a walk-off home run in
the bottom of the eighth.
Facing Wooster, the undefeated
rulers of the NCAC, the weather
became another opponent, proving to

be as formidable a force as the Fighting
Scots. The Lords got off to a strong start
on the pitching of senior Dan Shelley,
who retired the first three batters he
faced.
Unfortunately for the Lords, they
were going up against Adam Samson,
Wooster’s ace. Samson gave up two
runs in the first inning on his last outing before striking out 14, so the Lords
knew they had to strike early in order to
have a chance. Despite leading off with
base hits by Rothschild and sophomore
Jake Calcei, the Lords failed to put a run
on the board.
The Scots led off the next inning
with a home run by Pat Christensen.
Though Shelley held them to a single
run in the second, the Scots promptly
notched three more in the third, including a home run by Sheldon Steiner.
The Lords’ offense was quiet
until the bottom of the fourth, when
Reynolds put up a hit and then scored
on a double by first-year Jamie Keyte,
also driving in Guill, who had earned a
walk. Keyte then scored on a wild pitch
to junior Chris Yorlano. Rothschild

struck out looking to end the Lords’
only rally of the game.
Going into the seventh inning,
with the rain picking up, the Lords still
had a chance to pull off the win. That
opportunity faded, however, when
Shelley gave up an opening walk and
then hit three straight batters before
retiring one and hitting two more.
Junior Alex Kerr came in to relieve
the starter but also hit a batter before
retiring the final out. The walks were
enough to break open Wooster’s lead
to 12-3, and the Lords went down in
order to end the game, with the large
crowd running for cover.
The afternoon game was delayed
due to the weather conditions, and the
following day was more of the same.
Wooster returned on Monday in order to try to finish what they started,
and once again lived up to their No.
1 ranking.
The first game boasted strong
pitching by the Scots, whose pitchers
combined to strike out 10 batters and
gave up only two earned runs. The
Lords had two strong innings, putting

up three runs in the third and two in the
fourth. Guill once again made a difference for the Lords, driving in two runs
on two hits. Rothschild and junior Sam
Loesche drove in another two runs.
Wooster’s Steiner had no trouble
against Kenyon pitching, driving in
five runs and scoring three himself. The
Scots put up 20 hits on five different
pitchers and outscored the Lords for a
final score of 17-5.
Bollier started the second game
for the Lords, and unfortunately for his
record, as well as the team’s, the Wooster
offence got the better of him. He gave
up 11 runs, nine earned, on nine hits.
Though he got six runs in support,
with contributions again by Guill and
Loesche, it was not enough to hold off
Wooster, who defeated the Lords 12-6,
maintaining their perfect record and
driving the Lords’ to 12-9 overall and
1-4 in the NCAC.
The Lords have a chance to improve upon their conference record
this weekend in two double-headers at
Allegheny College. The Gators are 3-15
overall and 0-4 in NCAC play.

By Peter Frank
Staff Reporter

Lords baseball faces tough opponent Wooster in bad weather
By Sara Kaplow
Senior Sports Editor

Since returning to Ohio, the
Lords baseball team has faced a series
of postponements and delays, not to
mention fierce NCAC competition.
The Lords were scheduled to face
Hiram College four times over the
weekend of March 24-25 but were
forced to play only two games midweek because of the rain and ended
up splitting the double-header. A few
days later, the team was poised to face
No. 1-ranked College of Wooster for
two straight days of double-headers
but managed to fit in only one game
before the weather took its toll. With
Sunday’s games washed out, the Lords
took to the field on Monday, falling to
the Fighting Scots for the third time in
as many days.
The Lords started out the stretch
on a high note, knocking out the Terriers 6-0 on powerful offence from
first-year catcher Tom Hardacker,
who drove in three runs on three hits.
His offense, combined with the stellar

Sports Briefs

Golf

In their lone home tournament of the year, the
Kenyon golf team put up their best score and finish
of the year, grabbing fourth place with a score of 661.
Wittenberg University took home the title posting a
629, with the College of Wooster behind in second
and Madonna University in third. The Kenyon College
Invitational was held at the Apple Valley Golf Course,
with a par of 72.
Senior Will O’Keefe tied with sophomore teammate Dan Direnfeld for sixth place, with each shooting
a combined 160. Direnfeld shot a 78 on the second day
of the invitational, the best individual score for the
Lords. Wittenberg’s Andrew Flint was the top individual
player, shooting seven over par on the first day and four
over on Sunday.
Junior Tyler Williams shot a combined 165 over the
two days, good for 16th individually, with sophomores
Hunter Judson and David Jolson rounding out the squad,
finishing in 27th and 31st place, respectively.
The Lords will travel the short distance to Granville
Tristan Potter
this weekend to participate in Denison’s Ted Barclay Sophomore Daniel Direnfeld tees off
Invitational.
last weekend.

-

Men’s Rugby

While a half dozen players were in the midst of their senior exercise exam, the men’s
rugby squad attended the Pittsburgh Rugby Classic, hosted by the Pittsburgh Rugby
Football Club and the United States Army. The team took second place, falling in the
championship match to Franciscan University before returning home the following
weekend, where they narrowly squeezed by Ashland University 21-20.
The first match saw the Lords pitted against Robert Morris University, where the
force of Kenyon’s scrum drove them to a 10-5 win. Sophomore Japhet Balaban scored
a try, which was converted by a kick off the foot of junior Jarrett Moreno, playing in his
first rugby match. First-year Jake Rosenbluth hit a penalty kick for three more points.
Next up was American University, who managed only three points to Kenyon’s
19. Senior Jesse Rosenbluth ran for two tries, while Balaban scored his second of the
tournament. Jake Rosenbluth and Moreno also converted tries.
The championship match was the Lords’ only loss of the tournament, as they fell
to Franciscan.
In the home meet against Ashland, Kenyon’s senior captains Alec Egan and Luke
Jellison each scored a try, with classmate Matt Fideler converting for two points. Fideler
also kicked three penalties of three points each to give the team the win.
The following day, players from all divisions swarmed to the open tryouts for the
Ohio Select Side. The team will face teams from Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, Minnesota
and Wisconsin. Kenyon’s own Jesse Rosenbluth as well as first-year Zach Webb were
selected for the team, which will travel to Iowa for the three-day tournament beginning
on April 13.
The Kenyon team is now 3-1 in their spring season.

